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Club coach
accused of
sex scandal
JILLIAN ANTHONY
MANAGING FDITOR

Former USD women's
club
volleyball
coach,
Dominic Scarfe, recently
pleaded not guilty to nine
felony charges.
The 32-year-old has
been accused of having a
sexual relationship with a
17-year-old female student
at Madison High School,
where he coached vol
leyball for three and a half
years. He has been held on
$200,000 bail and also faces
a misdemeanor charge of
possession of pornography.
During the Jan. 26
court session, the mother
of the alleged victim yelled
out, "Dominic, you knew
better," and also that her
daughter was a junior in
high school, according to a
Channel 10 news story.
Prosecutor
George
Modlin said that Scarfe
is charged with nine sexrelated counts reflecting
different occasions and
different sex acts with a
minor and faces 27 years if
convicted.
Gary Becker, director
of campus recreation, said

See SCANDAL, page 4
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LOST, a popular television show among college students, is in its long-awaited final season.

LOST keeps viewers enthralled to the end
DOUGLASS WOOD
STAFF WRITFR

It's a show that has
captivated
millions
of
people around the world
whose white knuckles grip
the edge of their couches
each week as they are
mesmerized by society's

oft-underappreciated art of
storytelling. It's a show that
has refuted the increasingly
accepted conviction that
too often plagues televi
sion viewers today: there
is no longer creativity and
originality in an environ
ment populated more and
more by the predictable and

ordinary. And while there is
nothing simple about it, it's
a show that is, quite simply,
extraordinary, and no, I'm
not talking about "Jersey
Shore."
Over the past five
years, "LOST" has gifted
audiences with the ulti
mate pleasure of escape,

allowing its fans to travel
through time to a magical
world where impossibility
and reason are words with
out meaning.
The show revolves
around the survivors of the
crash of Oceanic Flight 815,
who find themselves lost on
an island. The island's mys

teries and secrets are only
revealed with each passing
season. At first, they simply
band together in the mere
hope of rescue; although
as it becomes apparent that
rescue is not only improb
able, but impossible, the

See LOST, page 12

Optometry club hosts glasses drive for 'The Flying Doctors"
VICTORIA FANTOZZI
STAFF WRITFR

COURTESY CAROL M0FFET
Optometry club members Lynsey Flarrison, Shannon Ippoliti, Jessica Cryder and Jen
nifer Fleischmann show off their donation boxes

The USD Optometry
Club hosted a glasses drive
last fall. The project, done
in association with Health
Careers Club, the Ameri
can Medical Student Asso
ciation and Chemistry Club
began in mid-November
and lasted through part of
February. Though the drive
is officially over, donations
will still be accepted.
The purpose of the
drive is to collect both
glasses and accessories. All
collections will be donated
to Dr. Patrick Utnehmer's
organization "The Flying
Doctors."
Utnehmer works in
Temecula and is an alumni
of the Southern California
School of Optometry. His
organization travels three
times a year to remote vil
lages in Mexico to provide
eye, medical and dental
care to those who lack such
services.
The Optometry Club,

led by Jessica Cryder and
Jen Fleischmann was eager
to lend a helping hand after
the girls were inspired by
a presentation. In order to
assist Utnehmer the club
decided to hold a drive on
campus.
"We saw him give a
really inspiring presenta
tion about the group of
doctors he personally flies
down to Mexico to treat the
underprivileged villagers,"
Cryder said.
"It was really incred
ible. Utnehmer goes every
other month along with an
optometrist, a dentist and a
general physican for almost
a week to provide free treat
ment," Cryder said.
The Optometry Club
posted boxes in buildings
all over campus to encour
age USD students to get
involved and donate. The
drive lasted through the
winter holidays, giving stu
dents plenty of time to col
lect donations from family
and friends back home over
break.

So far more than 550
pairs of glasses have been
collected, a turnout which
the organizers were incred
ibly pleased with. "1 am so
proud of USD's generosity.
We exceeded our expec
tations
tremendously,"
Cryder said.
The Optometry Club
would like to thank all
those students who gra
ciously donated and urge
others who haven't donated
to participate. The posters
on campus say the drive
ended on Feb. 1, but dona
tions will still be taken until
Utnehmer comes to USD.
Those interested in
donating may contact the
Optometry Club or check
out one of the boxes posted
on campus in the follow
ing buildings:
Science
& Tech. Atrium, SOLES
Sala, Copley Library, Law
Library, RA Desks in Stu
dent Resident Halls, Info
desks in UC & SLP, Career
Services (Hughes 110),
Founder's Chapel Lobby
and Founder's Hall 114.
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Word of the Week:

"Hookie"
Sometimes playing hookie
is more trouble than it's worth.
When I'd like to take a day
off I have to wake up early and
alert the appropriate people. A
quick phone call to my place of
employment is followed by a
series of customized e-mails to
my professors.
With each bit of correspon
dence I explain honestly (no use
ditching for a lie it's too hard)
and concisely my reasons for
taking an absence.
Once I've secured the bless
ings of my superiors, I attempt to
make up for the work I'm about
to miss. I search Facebook for
classmates whose notes I might
like to request. Kind messages
are sent out. With any luck, I'll
enlist the help of a classmate who
uses a computer to take notes. Emails always arrive faster than
photocopies.
Next I check my account
statement and plan how to budget
for the loss in wages. Maybe I'll
luck out and snag a tutoring job
over the weekend! If not, I'll
have to think twice about grab
bing lunch or seeing a movie.
By the time I've covered
my bases, it's often too late to go
back to bed. I'm usually rather
hungry at this point. I'll have to
feed myself before I can get to
the business of resting and get
ting well, which is the most likely
motive for my day of "rest."
I drag myself downstairs
and realize at the last step that
I'm sort of chilly. I march back
up with a blank stare and grab the
first jacket to appear in my closet.
It happens the same way every
time. I pass myself in a mirror
and remain unmoved at the hag
gard young woman in pajamas
and an opera cloak.
I scuffle through the kitchen,
breathing through my mouth (the
cause of my absence is probably
congestion) and search for some
thing easy to consume. Leftovers
are too heavy for a sick person,
but they are so easy to prepare.
I search through the soup cans
and look for something that lacks
cream, as cream exacerbates
congestion. I'll probably settle
for the leftovers.
Every time I take a day off
I end up watching bad T.V. and
reveling in my misery. It's so
exhausting. By the time I'm
finished resting I feel hopelessly
behind. I can't imagine why I
stayed home, but I certainly can't
imagine having performed busi
ness as usual. No use suffering a
day off for something that's not
terribly serious.
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1992 The European Union
is established when the
nations of Western Europe
unite for economic coopera
tion with the signing of the
Maastricht Treaty.

1958 Two months shy
of his 15th birthday, a boy
named Bobby Fisher be
comes the youngest inter
national grandmaster in the
history of chess.

1963 The first Boeing 727
jet takes off from the run
way, quickly becoming the
major backbone of many
commercial airlines of the
time.

1989 After a decision
from the courts, the World
Wrestling Federation is
forced to admit publicly that
pro-wrestling is an exhibi
tion and not a sport.

1941 The first gold record
album is presented to band
leader Glen Miller for his
interpretation of the song
"Chattanooga Choo Choo."

1809 Abraham Lincoln,
the 16th president of the
United States, is born to
a poor farming family in
Kentucky.

1633 Italian astronomer
Galileo Galilei faces charg
es during the Inquisition for
advocating that the earth
revolves around the sun.

278 A.D. Saint Valentine,
a holy priest in Rome, is be
headed for defying an edict
established by Emperor
Claudius II.
Source: History.com

USD student wins broadcast journalism award

ELLIE FAULKNER
STAFF WRITFR

Former writer for The Vista
and USD senior, Dana Flack, is
the first USD student to win the
Southern California division of
Radio and Television News As
sociation Jim Zaillian Memorial
Scholarship/Award. Three other
college students in Southern Cali
fornia were given the same honor.
Flack was awarded $1,000
and a plaque recognizing her
achievement. To apply, she sub
mitted a resume and answered
several essay questions. Accord
ing to RTNA, the organization is
trying to give promising journal
ism undergraduates a head start in
the business.
Flack majors in communica
tions studies and heard about the
scholarship through the depart
ment's weekly "Major Mail"
email.
"Dana is a great student, she
works hard and contributes to class
discussions with thoughtful com
ments," Professor Kristin Moran,
of the department of communica
tions studies said. "I have talked
with Dana about her plans after
she graduates and I am sure she
will make an excellent journalist.
She is determined and understands
the key role that journalists play in
a democracy and is committed to
informing citizens about critical
issues. I know we can expect great
things from Dana. She is a great
representative of the department
and university."
Flack was also given the op
portunity to attend the Golden
Mike awards, which she described
as the equivalent of the Oscars for
radio and television journalists.
She said she particularly enjoyed

COURTESY DANA FLACK

Flack was among three Southern California students to win a broadcast journalism award.

seeing the lifetime achievement
awards because she got to see
Pat Harvey and Paul Moyer, two
reporters that she has seen on TV
throughout her life.
"It was inspiring to meet them
in person," Flack said. "It gave me
even further motivation."
Flack had previously applied
for the scholarship her junior year,
but did not receive it. She tried
again this year and was successful.
She said this reinforced the value
of trying again.
"I would describe her as per
sistent," Professor Gina Lew said.
"She set a goal and went after it."
Flack credits USDtv with
giving her an opportunity to work
on her own and learn about broad
cast journalism. "Nobody holds
your hand. You have to be an in
dependent self starter," she said.
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According to Flack, USDtv
was a lot of hard work, but all
worthwhile considering where she
is now.
Last summer, she was an
intern at CNN when news broke
of Michael Jackson's death. "It
was incredible to be in the midst
of a huge story and see the news
room at its finest," she said. "Not
knowing what you are going to do
at work everyday is exciting." She
said she thinks of journalism as a
public service.
Flack has put her scholarship
money in a savings account. She
said it may come in handy if she
ever has to move for a job, which
is very common in broadcast jour
nalism.
Of her eventual goal, Flack
said, "I hope to be a reporter in
L.A. I want to work for CNN and
The Vista publication is written and
edited by USD students and funded by
revenues generated by advertising and a
student fee. Advertising material published
is for information purposes only and is not
to be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such com
mercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located on the fourth
floor of the Student Life Pavilion in room
403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista

5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110

be a part of that family. This busi
ness is a lot about who you know
and the people I know are in CNN.
They are the ones who motivated
me to do this."
Flack is proud of the recogni
tion that her award will bring to
the USD department of commu
nication studies. "It is great to get
USD's name out there for com
munications," she said. "I can't
encourage other students enough
to apply for this scholarship."
She encourages students to
use USD's resources. "Strengthen
your skills here to prepare yourself
for the outside job market. It will
all pay off," she said.
To apply for the scholarship,
go to RTNA.org. The application
is online and is due in October.
To get involved with USDtv,
email USDtvstaff@gmail.com.

The first copies of the newspaper
are complimentary, all copies thereafter
are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publica
tion are not necessarily those of The Vista
staff, the University of San Diego or of its
student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submit
ted to The Vista office. Letters should
be limited to 300 words and must be
signed. For identification purposes, USD
identification numbers ana writer's year
must be included in the letter. The Vista
reserves the right to edit published letters.
Any content sent to the editor will be con
sidered for publication unless otherwise
stated.
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PUBLIC SANITY IMPORT

FEB 4 - FEB 7
Feb. 4

Location: WEST PARKING STRUC
TURE - 2nd FLOOR
At 2 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a burglary report. Upon investigation, an
unknown individual had shattered a pas
senger window of a student's vehicle with
an unknown object. Two dollars in various
coins were taken from the vehicle; no other
items were reported missing. This incident
may be related to another campus burglary.

Feb. 4

Location: LOMA HALL MAIL CENTER

At 4:25 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of a sword being mailed to campus.
Upon investigation, a student had had a
collector's sword mailed to her campus
address. The student was advised of the
campus weapons policy; the sword was
then mailed to an off campus location.

Feb. 5

Feb. 5

Location: MAHER HALL

Location: KROC INSTITUTE
PEACE & JUSTICE GARAGE

At 12:29 a.m. Public Safety responded
to assist a resident assistant with an incident
involving marijuana. Upon investigation,
two students were cited for being under the
influence and possession of marijuana (7.3g)
and paraphernalia; one was determined to
be too intoxicated to care for himself and
was voluntarily transported to Detox (BAC
.141) and the other received an additional
citation for being in the presence of alco
hol (IPA). One other student was cited for
being under the influence of marijuana and
IPA. Another student was cited for being
in the presence of marijuana, but was also
determined to be too intoxicated to care for
herself and was voluntarily transported to
Detox. Two other students were cited for
being in the presence of marijuana and
IPA.

At 8:17 a.m. Public Safety responded
to a theft report. Upon investigation, an em
ployee had taken another employee's park
ing permit. This case has been referred to
Human Resources.

Feb. 5

Location: WARREN HALL SCHOOL OF
LAW LOT
At 11:48 a.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of a hit and run. Upon investi
gation, a silver Honda SUV with a ski
rack struck a student's vehicle while it was
parked; scratches and paint transfer were
the only reported damages. Another student
witnessed the incident and reported the ve
hicle information.

InterVarsity to hold conference
Business event will assist with career search
LINDSAY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

On Saturday InterVarsity will hold a
business conference to help students "dis
cover their God-given potential, develop
them to be spiritual business leaders, and be
released into the right job and career path
for them," Scott Schimmel said.
According to InterVarsity the confer

ence fuses faith and business to create a dia
logue between students and business men
tors that asks questions and shares ideas.
"We bring dozens of local business
leaders with students headed into the work
place' for mentoring and career coaching,"
Schimmel said.
Register online at www.ivfaithbusiness.
com for $25. The conference will be held
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Salomon Hall.
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On Feb. 7, 2010 the Department of
Public Safety received a report of a ho
mophobic statement and a phallic image that
was discovered at 10:16 a.m. The statement
and picture were written in non-permanent
marker on a whiteboard within San Rafael
Hall. A Resident Assistant noticed the
images and immediately contacted Public
Safety. Public Safety officers photographed
the images and are working to determine the
individual(s) responsible for this incident.
The Department of Public Safety encourages
anyone with knowledge of this incident to
contact (619) 260-7777. The University of
San Diego will not tolerate hate crimes and
will respond with appropriate sanctions. For
more information regarding USD's response
procedures, please refer to: http://www.
sandiego.edu/safety/responseprocedures.
php.

.o .

EWS IN BRIEF
NATALIE NEWMAN
STAFF WRITFR
U.S. Missionaries to Haiti face kidnap
ping charges

Elizabeth Smart kidnapper pleads guilty
in attempting to kidnap cousin

Must present this cardat time of purchase,

Location: SAN RAFAEL HALL

Apartment for rent near campus on
Morena. $930 with $350 off first month.
One bedroom, pets allowed, friendly, clean,
roomy, good storage, laundry. $600
deposit. 6 month lease. (619)276-0606.

The American missionaries who are
facing kidnapping charges for trying to take
33 children out of Haiti last week made an
earlier and failed attempt at taking dozens
of other children, an unnamed Haitian
police officer said. The officer told CNN
on Monday that he stopped the 10 Baptist
missionaries, as well as group leader Laura
Silsby, on Jan. 26 as they attempted to move
40 children from Haiti to the Dominican
Republic.
The officer said he stopped the group
after receiving a tip from a concerned Hai
tian citizen. "I said what happened, and she
[Silsby] told me, 'I have the paperwork to
cross the Haitian-Dominican border with
100 children,"' the officer said. Prosecutors
in the case questioned the police officer last
week, and his superiors confirmed his ver
sion of the events.
The 10 missionaries were charged
Thursday with kidnapping and criminal as
sociation for their attempts to take 33 chil
dren out of the country. The Americans said
they were trying to help the children get to a
safe place after the Jan. 12 earthquake.

Call us today! 619.299.5999
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A woman convicted in the 2002
kidnapping of teenager Elizabeth Smart
pleaded guilty in the attempted kidnapping
of Smart's cousin one month later, court
officials stated Monday. In exchange for
Wanda Barzee's plea of guilty but mentally
ill to one count of conspiracy to commit ag
gravated kidnapping, prosecutors dropped
the state charges against her in the case
of Smart's abduction, said Nancy Volmer,
spokeswoman for Utah state courts.
Barzee pleaded guilty in November to

federal charges of kidnapping, as well as
unlawful transportation of a minor in con
nection with Stuart's abduction.
Barzee and husband Brian David
Mitchell were accused of abducting Smart,
then 14, at knifepoint from her family's Salt
Lake City home in June 2002. Smart was
found nine months later in the company of
Barzee and Mitchell. Prosecutors alleged
that a month after the kidnap, Barzee and
Mitchell attempted to break into the home
of her cousin, but were unsuccessful.
Sentencing is set on May 21 for the state
charge, Volmer said. Barzee faces between
one and 15 years in prison, but court docu
ments show that prosecutors have agreed to
allow her state sentence to run in tandem
with her federal sentence.
Palin says 2010 presidential bid is a pos
sibility
Former Alaska governor Sarah Palin
says she would consider running for presi
dent in the 2012 presidential race if the situ
ation was appropriate for her family and the
nation.
In an interview broadcast on "FOX
News Sunday," Palin said she would run "if
I believed that that is the right thing to do
for our country and for the Palin family."
She added, "I think that it would be absurd
to not consider what it is that I can poten
tially do to help our country."
The interview was recorded before her
keynote address Saturday night at the first
national Tea Party convention. The conven
tion was intended to start transforming the
Tea Party movement into a political force
that is capable of influencing elections,
organizers said. The convention included
a dinner and Palin's speech, and cost more
than $500 per ticket.
Palin called the Tea Party movement
a "ground-up call to action that is forcing
both parties to change the way they're doing
business. America is ready for another revo
lution and you are a part of this."
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USD English department to hire a fiction writer Volley
Three candidates give readings of their creative fiction to display talents for department

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Randa Jarrar, one of three candidates for the position of
creative writing professor, read her work on campus.

JULIAN ANTHONY
STAFF WRITFR

The English department
has narrowed its search for
a fiction writer to join its
staff to three candidates.
All three candidates gave
public readings of some of
their work on campus over
the past two weeks.
The English depart
ment hopes to build a stron

ger and more varied writing
program for students inter
ested in creative writing as
a career.
"Hiring a fiction writer
will enrich our ability to
provide creative writing
classes and opportunities
for our students," Cynthia
Caywood, an English pro
fessor at USD said.
"Currently we have
only one member of the

faculty whose primary area
of concentration is creative
writing. That person is Jer
icho Brown, who is a poet.
Many of our students are
deeply interested in cre
ative writing; many hope to
become professional writ
ers. Not only will a fiction
writer be able to offer upper
division classes in fiction
writing, but she will be able
to advise students, mentor
them and help them find
outlets for publishing their
work," Caywood said.
The English department
does have classes geared
toward creative writing, in
cluding screenplay writing,
poetry and autobiography.
The addition of a fiction
writer to the staff could
bring another element of
creative inspiration to stu
dents' curriculum.
"I think there are many
English students who are
really excited about this
new faculty member!" said
senior Jacqueline Bracken,
this year's winner of the
Cropper Center for Creative
Writing's award for fiction
for her short story "Betty."
"I think that the addition
of a new ficiton writer to the
English faculty and the ex
pansion of the creative writ
ing curriculum will better
help students preapare for
graduate level work in this
area," Bracken said.

This
new
faculty
member would also help the
English department develop
its Lindsay Cropper Read
ing Series, currently headed
by Jericho Brown.
"[This series] brings
prominent poets and fic
tion writers to campus to
do public readings of their
work and conduct work-

4, sharing pieces of "The
Life, Loves and Adventures
of Zelwa the Halfie" and
excerpts from her novel-inprogress,"Born Storyteller."
Jarrar received her MFA in
creative writing from the
University of Michigan.
The final
candidate,
Meghan Kenny, received
her MFA in creative writ-

4 6 Hiring a fiction writer
will enrich our ability to
provide creative writing
classes and opportunities
for our students. J J
Cynthia Caywood
shops with our students,"
Caywood said.
The first candidate to
share her writing, Halina
Duraj, is a graduate of the
University of California
at Davis, and has a Ph.D.
in fiction writing from the
University of Utah.
The second candidate,
Randa Jarrar, had a debut
novel titled "A Map of
Home" published in 2008.
She spoke at USD on Feb.

ing from Boise State Uni
versity. She has published
several short stories and is
currently serving as adjunct
professor of creative writing
atTowson University.
"We are looking for
someone who is first and
foremost an accomplished
writer" Caywood said,
"but we also want someone
who is a dedicated teacher
and very enthusiastic about
working with our students."

ball sex
scandal
alleged
SCANDAL, continued
that Scarfe had been the
club volleyball women's
coach for three years and
that there had previously
never been any problems
or complaints concerning
Scarfe. The club team
members themselves are
responsible for hiring and
paying their own coaching
staff, meaning the coaches
are not USD employees.
Pamela Gray Payton,
the assistant vice president
of public affairs, stated
that she had received a call
from Channel 10 on Jan.
26 asking for a comment,
but previous to that had
heard nothing about the
allegations, nor has she
heard anything since.
"It's a very unfortu
nate situation for the team,
but we had no suspicion
of any problems or allega
tions," Payton said.
The team members
were informed of Scarfe's
resignation through a text
message from his brother,
according to Payton. How
ever, other members of the
team stated that they found
out from local television
news.
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RYAN MULVEY
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Personal technology in the classroom
Students have a right to use laptops and other appropriate devices during class
KENDRA OSBURN

8 Redux
Proposition 8 was a stun
ning victory for the countless
Californians who sought to
defend moral values, concep
tions of marriage and the tradi
tional ordering of society.
Championing the value of
the family and highlighting the
dangerous consequences of le
galizing homosexual marriage,
these crusaders for a constitu
tional definition of legal union
in the Golden State upset the
popular conception of Califor
nia as the leading state in the
"gay rights" movement.
For decades, our state has
served as a testing ground for
social experimentation. We've
always been at the forefront of
legalizing what is often initially
unpopular. Consider the case
of anti-miscegenation, labor
unionization, the extension of
services to illegal aliens and
even environmental regulation.
Unsurprisingly, California has
also been considered extremely
liberal and Democratic. His
torically, though, California has
never been as loony as gener
ally thought.
The success of Prop 8 was
more than a resurgent conser
vatism. Instead, it reflects the
rising tide of national opposition
against the constructivist rede
sign of society. Marriage has an
organic meaning, which neither
the ballot box nor any panel of
judges can alter. Nobody wants
a redefined institution as impor
tant as marriage stuffed down
their throat.
Opponents of marriage
have now turned to the courts to
overrule the rule of the people.
Perry v. Schwarzenegger, a case
being heard in U.S. District
Court, challenges the consti
tutionality of the amendment,
despite the fact it was ruled as
permissible by the California
Attorney General prior to its
inclusion on the 2008 General
Election ballot.
Both challengers to the
initiative, and defenders, have
completed presenting their
cases. Closing arguments have
been postponed while Judge
Vaughn Walker considers the
evidence presented thus far.
While it is expected that
the case will eventually find its
way to the Supreme Court, gay
activists would only be disap
pointed at the ruling that body
would likely dispense. The cur
rent composition of the highest
judicial panel in the land is
heavily conservative, and given
the President's outburst over
campaign finance at the State of
the Union, the Court is unlikely
to offer any sort of help in ful
filling his campaign promises to
the gay community.
But politics aside, the case
is without merit. Laws concern
ing morality, even if reflective
of an objective natural law, are
majoritarian. America simply
isn't ready to accept the redefi
nition of marriage; forcing it
through the Courts is quite inimicable. It's a hard lesson, but
the gay movement better learn
it sooner rather than later.

STAFF WRITFR

Welcome to the Age of
Technology, where we are so
inundated with gadgets that they
are coming out of our ears, liter
ally, considering the advent of
the Bluetooth.
And while we are on the
subject, I would like to ask that
when you are not in your car to
not wander around with your
Bluetooth still in your ear. I can
never tell if someone is on the
phone with her mother-in-law
or if they are particularly angry
about the latest Trader Joe's
salami selection.
Back on point, we've moved
from being the "Me Generation"
to the "i-Generation." With that,
we've incorporated our ever
growing addiction to "i-Things":
iPod, iPhone, iPad, iMaxipad,
iTampon. At this point, it only
seems fitting
to embrace our
dependency and make the best
of it.
USD, it seems, or at least
the communication studies de
partment, does not agree. Many
teachers and departments have
banned the use of modern tech
nology in the classroom. But
why is this?
In an age when everyone
has ADD and multi-tasking
comes as naturally as the men
strual cycle, it seems silly to
suggest that it is even possible
to sit through a lecture without
some minute distraction. This
generation is not the only one
to benefit from the momentary
window glance or passed note
as a means to take a mental
break from the steady stream
of information with which it is
inundated. In the same way that
children have "recess" to let off
some of their extra steam, we
have blogs to check or people
we creep on to help us get rid of
the inevitable heebie-jeebies that

USD students spend time on their laptops while in class.

come from sitting in an hour and
a half lecture. Scientific research
even shows that brief breaks such
as these lead to more acute con
centration post-distraction.
If it is an issue of respect, I
can understand where our profes
sors are coming from. I agree that
it is excruciatingly disrespectful,
not only to teachers but to fellow
students, to spend the entire class
looking up the latest stats on
ESPN.com or the newest boots
on Shopbop while a professor is
attempting to impart his or her
knowledge.
But at the same time,
shouldn't we be in charge of
ourselves? By imposing such
rudimentary rules, teachers are
suggesting that we are nothing
more than junior high deviants
who still need our hands held

and our homework written on the
board. Isn't it part of the assump
tion that when one is in college
he or she can be responsible for
him or herself?
If I can pay bills, make dinner
and generally take care of myself,
1 should know how to conduct
myself in the classroom.
If I choose to spend $109
per class on Facebook ($1,24-0
per unit x 3 units -r 17 weeks -s2 classes per week), isn't that my
prerogative?
This technology ban is
elongating our self-actualization
process. It once took me two
classes of continuous Facebooking to realize that I had no notes
and completely missed the point
of the lecture. I learned from my
mistake and I can now happily
take notes on my computer with

CELESTE SOTO/THE VISTA

only momentary profile checks
when I feel my mind wandering.
I should not have to suffer
looking at my poorly organized
handwritten notes because Ms.
Twitter and Mr. Facebookstalker
have ruined it for all of us. They
are already suffering the con
sequences of their actions; why
should the rest of us responsible
note takers suffer too?
If USD is so committed to
helping us grow as multi-dimen
sional students, then they need to
let us be responsible for our own
actions.
It should be our decision
whether we use technology in the
classroom or not. If we choose
to abuse this right, we will have
to suffer the consequences and
know that we've lost both our
professor's respect and $109.

Teachers right to disallow technologies that distract students from instruction
JOSH COHEN

STAFF WRITER
USD, like many other edu
cational institutions, has been
reluctant to embrace the use of
personal technology in the class
room. Faculty members have
certainly noticed our obsession
with being in-touch at all times.
It's no problem if we are unable
to talk since we can always text,
Instant Message or Facebook
you back immediately. And if
we don't, rest assured that we've
received your correspondence
and are purposely delaying the
response.
The time of transition has
passed. These and other technol
ogies are being used and abused
by young people regardless of
where they are, and teachers
are doing what they can to take
control of the situation. Some
departments, such as communi
cation studies, have gone so far
as to implement an all-out ban.
Theirmain argument against
the use of modern personal tech
nology has typically been that
cell phones, laptops and other
similar devices are distracting
temptations for students. I tend
to agree. While there is definitely
something to be said for allow

ing students the use of technol
ogy as a teaching tool, there seem
to be far more arguments against
its place in the hands of students.
Here are several that immediately
come to mind.
First of al1, such technologies
tend to be distractions. Young
people are more easily distracted
than their elders since they have

ability to engage in these sorts
of distractions becomes even
more tempting. Not only do such
devices present individuals with
such diversions, they very often
interrupt other students.
Then there is the issue of
cheating. Obviously, students
are unable to use cell phones
or PDAs during exams, but
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These and other technologies
are being used and abused by
young people regardless of
where they are, and teachers
are doing what they can to take
control of the situation.

shorter attention spans. If they
become bored with class mate
rials or lectures, it doesn't take
much more for them to simply
take out their cell phones to play
games, text message, surf the
web or visit a social network
ing site. When computer use is
allowed in the classroom, the

the concept of "passing notes"
has stepped into the digital age
thanks to text-messaging, email,
picture-messaing and similar
programs that allows data to be
sent and used discretely in theclassroom. Furthermore, there
is also the concern that students
may excuse themselves to ask a

friend for an answer or simply to
look up information online due
to the increased incorporation of
web-browsing into cell phones.
And given that practically
every cell phone has a built-in
digital camera or basic video
capababilites, it has become
relatively easy to take a picture
of someone or something with
out being detected. Regardless
of whether they contain illicit
images, these photos are very
easily shared, duplicated and up
loaded across the Internet.
Finally, one must confront
theft. This may be especially
relevant when it comes to high
school, but people can be very
competitive, fighting for popular
ity and status among peers. This
can present problems of stealing
if an individual brings expensive
technologies such as laptops or an
extremely expensive cell phone.
Their presence in classrooms or
cars could pose an irresistible
temptation to would-be thieves,
if they know it is something of
value.
Considering these issues, the
current stance against the incor
poration of technology into the
classroom, at least as far as its
use by students, in clearly under
standable.
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Facebook addiction threatens to overwhelm users
CHRISTINA SEARS
STAFF WRITFR
It probably began with a
Xanga or Live Journal account
that was transferred over to Tom
and his little website called MySpace. In the end, it evolved into
the power of Facebook.
You have all heard of it and
the majority of you use it. Yet,
until a few years ago, the concepts
of "tagging" or writing on a "wall"
were usually associated with graf
fiti. "Poking" was the annoying
physical interaction that people
used to get your attention.
In the last few years since
Facebook opened its digital doors
to people outside of college, the
networking site has grown tre
mendously in popularity. At the
same time, there has been a grow
ing concern of a possible addiction
to the service. While people use it
to stay in touch with old friends or
family, its true purpose follows the
same ideal of the postmodern era:
we want information and we want
it now.

Not unlike celebrity gossip
sites or news pages, Facebook fuels
that constant curiosity to which
we have become accustomed in
our desire for the latest news, pri
marily gossip, via status updates
or the "minifeed." Because of this,
people will spend hours watch
ing "friends" post updates about
their daily lives. This is especially
unsettling when you realize that
people you pass by in the hallway,
people that you don't even know
very well, were notified the night
before of your current break-up or
looked at pictures from your last
Big Bear trip.
Technology does not help
alleviate this addiction as we pro
gram our phones to ring as soon
as a notification pops up or we re
ceive several e-mails about being
tagged in a picture. Professors on
campus have begun to eliminate
technology in the classroom in an
attempt to avoid the constant dis
tractions of Facebook that detract
from their lectures.
We have become so anxious
to see if anyone has commented

on a status or "liked" something
that we posted, that we some
times check out our profiles more
than once an hour. Facebook has
evolved into this recurring desire
to see what other people are doing
and what our peers think of us.
There is something abnormal
about people being preoccupied
with their virtual selves; it could
affect our true reality.
I admit that I check Facebook
more than I should and it definitely
is a distraction from other produc
tive activities I could be doing.
It is also true that computers are
not going to go away. Neither will
Facebook, though it does have to
get to a point where it is crucial for
us to separate ourselves through
sheer willpower, recognizing its
dangers.
Setting aside a certain time of
the day when you check out Facebook for around 15 minutes could
be helpful. Or, you could simply
deactivate it for -a week. Don't
worry, it won't disappear forever.
This might help us all on the road
back to reality.

DEANNA SCHULTZ/THE VISTA

Obama ready to tackle Bow College Series reform
BRENT TUTTLE
STAFF WRITFR
Fear not, college football
fanatics. The Hope and Change
Express is headed into the heart
of the Bowl College Series (BCS)
for some reform and regulation.
Though the Obama administration
has proven several times already
that the portion it has heaped on its
silver platter is already too hefty
for its available utensils, the White
House continues to bite off more
than it can chew. Obama's election
and first go-around with the col
lege crowd was a success, largely
because students don't pay taxes.
But his second run will surely
prove even more of a failure than
his stimulus bills.
Rather than direct the ad
ministration's full focus towards
tightening national security, con
trolling outrageous government
spending, coping with a healtcare
bill on life support or designing
a real economic recovery, the
Obama administration has decided
to combat "concerns with the col
lege football postseason."

Not only am I baffled as to
why we are paying the Justice De
partment to look into college foot
ball, but I'm perplexed as to what
these slacking bureaucrats plan to
achieve in this reform. If this is a
true Obama blueprint it should go
something like this: players, such
as USC's Joe McKnight, will have
to redistribute their total yards ac
cumulated for the year to second
and third string running backs
throughout the nation to support
those whose work ethic are lack
ing.
A superstar performer such
as Florida's Tim Tebow would
be scrutinized and taxed for the
excessive amount of perspiration
and energy emissions he produces
during a game.
The once national hero, now
certified dunce, Michael Crabtree
would be the beneficiary of some
sort of compensation system for
the totally capable who would
rather fall into the luxurious life
style of American unemployment.
An overpaid under-perform
ing coach like Charlie Weis would
not only qualify for free govern

ment healthcare, due to his dis
regard for any form of nutrition
or exercise, but would also fall
under the iron fist of a pay czar
as his losses continued to mount
up.
Last but not least, the number
of referees, booth reviews and
worthless officials that move
sideline markers would increase
tenfold, ensuring that four quar
ters of college football would be
more sluggish than ever.
Based on their counter-ac
tual research on climate change,
spending your way out of debt
and providing free healthcare to
Americans who spend up to $600
dollars a month on cigarettes in
stead of paying for insurance, I'd
rather the inefficient tentacles of
government not slither into the
world of college football.
In a recent interview, Arizo
na State University quarterback
Samson Szakacsy stated that
"From a player's standpoint it
depends on if [Obama] shortens
the season or not. If he just adds
more games, you know the play
ers don't get paid like the NFL,

and it's already a long season as
far as injuries go. When you start
you're never 100 percent. That's
just the way it is."
Expecting anyone to work
harder is considered blasphemy in
all branches of the federal govern
ment, so that pretty much elimi
nates any such possibility as sug
gested by Szakacsy. Additionally,
forcing more games on college
players will raise their exposure to
injury, seriously threatening their
livelihood as potential profession
als in the NFL.
Szakacsy also brought up
a very valid point which puts
the playoff system in the same
predicament as the current bowl
structure: "How do you compare
the powerhouses, the Floridas and
Alabamas, to the smaller schools
that go undefeated? I think the
playoff system would create just
as much controversy trying to
decide what teams are eligible."
Once again it looks as if
Obama plans on making an un
realistic attempt at tackling the
college football post-season, thus
producing the staple product of his

Nonviolent prisoner release offers budget break

California government and citizens have much greater concerns on the table
BIANCA BRUNO

STAFF WRITER
Americans, especially Californians, are disconnected from
the incarceration system in the
United States. Most are unaware
of the business behind prisons
and jails. And they tend to turn
the other cheek when it comes to
prisoner rights.
In 2009, a bill was passed
that will release nonviolent pris
oners early in order to alleviate
overcrowding in state prisons.
Currently, such institutions are, on
average, at 200 percent capacity.
While most law-abiding Californians are outraged over this "get
out of jail free" card, the fact of
the matter is that there just isn't
enough money to go around. With
an insurmountable budget deficit,
California should take this law in
stride.
The recent release of 260

inmates from San Diego County
jails was part of the plan set in
place in accordance with this. By
allowing nonviolent prisoners to
be released early with "good-time"
credits and work credits, the state
hopes to alleviate overcrowding
in the prisons, which has been di
rectly linked to inhumane medical
treatment of inmates, while at the
same time trimming government
expenses.
Across the state, about 6,500
inmates are scheduled to be re
leased in the first part of this year.
In order to be eligible for this
program, prisoners must not have
been convicted of a violent crime,
or one that involved child victims.
Although most Californians
do not realize the amount of money
that goes into running prisons,
such costs compose a significant
portion of taxpayer dollars. Ac
cording to the National Institute
of Corrections, California taxpay

ers paid 28 percent more than the
national average to subsidize the
cost of prisons. The average cost
per inmate in 2008 was $35,587,
a cost our budget cannot realisti
cally maintain.
Apart from the obvious tax
payer dollars this bill saves, it
also offers nonviolent prisoners
the opportunity to move on with
their lives sooner than they had
initially planned. Public outrage
over the bill is, to a certain extent,
understandable. Releasing prison
ers early seems to disregard the
democratic values in which our
legal system is embedded. And
while we value the fairness and
equality of the law, don't we also
value the well-being of our fellow
Americans?
There is a general acceptance
of the discrimination of prison
ers, a level of discrimination that
places them in a different class.
This is a distinction between "us"

and "them." And while there are
some prisoners who are horrible
menaces to society, there is an
other population of prisoners who
were just in the wrong place at the
wrong time. We must not fail to
remain cognizant of the human,
the person or the neighbor behind
the mask of the orange jump suit.
In a nation that tends to forget
more than forgive, this bill can
be viewed as a second chance for
many Americans who have fallen
through the cracks of not only our
legal system but our society as a
whole. Is it such a bad choice to
grant nonviolent prisoners the
chance to redeem themselves?
At the end of the day, the
level of decency and humanity
we extend to one another is the
measure of our worth as human
beings. Whether or not we choose
to embrace second chances will
tell of our commitment to this socalled "land of the free."

administration: failure.
When Obama took office, the
unemployment rate hovered at 7.6
percent. 134.6 million Americans
were employed. At the signing of
his massive economic stimulus, he
assured the country that the bill
would resuscitate the economy
and keep the unemployment rate
below 8 percent. Currently, only
129.5 million Americans have a
job and the unemployment rate
has shot up to 9.7 percent. The
few "jobs" which have been cre
ated are, to no surprise, in the
slothful public sector, with 33,000
new government positions added
in January alone.
How is it that our government
can be $12 trillion in debt, yet still
muster up the funds to run Super
Bowl ads at $3.1 million every
thirty seconds, alerting us of the
upcoming census? I just don't
know. As the Dow Jones closed
Tuesday below 10,000 for the
first time in three months, one has
to wish that the same "hope" and
"change" which has been blan
keted across our country doesn't
infect college athletics as well.
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Hypocrisy revealed in a thirty second commercial
MIKE MACKIE
STAFF WRITFR

Tim Tebow is one of the most
simpleminded and self-righteous
individuals who inhabit this Earth.
Every day that I am forced to
suffer his unimaginable diatribes
and scoring highlights, I am re
minded of why I sincerely dislike
this man's seemingly innocent
bravado. But I digress.
The story of Tebow's life
explores a taboo subject in our
society: abortion. Abortion and
"choice" are complicated. It's not
the choice of abortion which has

resulted in hostility across our
campus and throughout the Pro
gressive world. Instead, it's the
choice of life.
One of the first commericals
to air during the Super Bowl this
past weekend also proved to be
one of the most debated. A video
of a quick commentary by Tim
Tebow's mother prompted hours
of controversy regarding the im
portance and responsibility of al
lowing this commercial to air by
CBS during such a widely watched
program.
I answer this tasteless accu
sation of ignorance camouflaging

itself as right-wing propaganda
with bellicose laughter. Not only
is it Tebow's mother's right to tell
her story, for the right monetary
price, of course, it is the American
public's right to either watch or
not watch a bad commercial.
This may not seem to be the
conventional Republican wisdom,
but my feelings on freedom of
speech are as concrete as the First
Amendment itself. Many "prochoice" Americans are accusing
the Tebow commercial to be taste
less and indoctrinating. I disagree.
If these people were really
"pro-choice," then surely they

would support Tebow's mother's
choice to carry her child to term
instead of having an abortion. In
reality, people who claim to be the
politically correct "pro-choice"
should instead refer to themselves
as "pro-abortion."
CBS, a private company,
was paid a premium price for this
30-second commercial. It is their
right to air whichever commercial
they so choose. In fact, I would
have welcomed an advertisement
entertaining an opposite opinion.
It simply wasn't produced.
Although I may be displeased
with the result of her choice from

time to time, one cannot disagree
that one of the most prolific col
lege football players in history
may never have had the chance to
appear on our HD-TV screens if it
were not for his mother's coura
geous act.
Statements like "pro-choice"
and "freedom of speech" are
constantly used by large organi
zations and individuals alike to
demonstrate political correctness.
However, when confronted with
examples of these hastily made
statements, it is surprising how
many people retreat to the realm
of hypocrisy.

Cherish those final weeks as long as you possibly can
A second

semester senior of eres ome reflections on the college experience and the unknown of the future

LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WRITFR

It is rather disconcerting to
be a second semester senior with
intentions of graduating in the
spring. If the eyes of the reader
of this article happen to be firmly
fixed in the body of such a stu
dent, standing on the precipice of
such life changing decisions as
those that involve the reality of
life without college, then the ears
found on the same head as those
eyes are likely bombarded by one
of the most deafening questions
to be endured.
I find
myself plagued by
such a question. If I linger about
campus in between classes, I hear
it at least three times a day: "So...
(awkward pause)...what do you

plan on doing with the next ten
years of your life?"
With the fumbling economy,
options seem to be disappearing
day by day. Nonetheless, many
seniors plan on braving the job
market after graduation. Other
stoic intellectuals of the senior
class intend to jump straight into
graduate, law or medical school.
Even more seniors are bent
upon exerting their minds, bodies
and souls towards some form of
community service: Teach for
America, the Peace Corps or the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps.
College is now one of many
cultural rites of passage. We are
given four years to make the most
of the superficial bubble that is
university life and then we are ex
pected to go out into society and

give of ourselves in such a way
that the community is inclined
to pay us back for our efforts.
College seems to be that buffer
between protective childhood and
the absurdity of civilized adult
hood.
Instead of being asked to go
out into the forest to slay a large
animal, we are asked to go out to
some distant city to endure the
company of all sorts of bizarre
strangers, the presence of mind
altering substances and varying
degrees of academic pressures, all
while maintaining our sanity.
If we succeed in boosting
our GPAs, acquire the proper
number of units and pay all of our
obscenely expensive parking cita
tions, then there's nothing keep
ing us from graduating.

Abstinence-only fails to produce
KENDRA OSBURN
STAFF WRITFR

A new study hot off the pages of the Ar
chives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medi
cine suggests that abstinence-only education
is the best way to prevent sexual activity
among teens. The project was a longitudinal
study that tested 662 black students in sixth
and seventh grade over the course of two
years.
The study divided the students into
three sexual education programs: absti
nence, sex education without endorsement
of abstinence and a neutral hybrid program.
According to the study, based on the type
of program to which they were exposed, 33
percent. 52 percent and 42 percent of stu
dents became sexually active, respectively.
While the study was comprehensive
in some ways, it did not elaborate on the
students' family backgrounds, religious
affiliation (or non-affiliation) or socio-eco
nomic status. All of these, among others, are
contributing factors in the decision to, and
timing of, sexual activity. Considering the
fact that the study looked at only one ethic
group, leading to its low external validity,
the strength of the study's findings is ques
tionable. The decision to engage or abstain
from sex is not purely a result of the sexual
education one does or does not receive:
The study also failed to test whether the
students who were having sex engaged in
protected sexual activity. If the 33 percent
of students who received abstinence-only
education engaged in unsafe sexual activity
and the other students who did receive con
traceptive instruction engaged in protected
sexual activity, which group is better off? I
believe that the educated students are much

better off than the 33 percent of possibly
pregnant teens who are also more prone to
contracting a S.T.D.
There are some things that children will
always do. Most children will pick their
noses, chase their crushes and test their
limits. Most children will grow up one day
and realize that they want to be sexually
active. Being sexually active, like picking
one's nose, is an inevitable part of most
people's lives. With sex education we have
the means to inform younger generations of
the safest ways to do something that comes
naturally.
Education is not about hiding knowl
edge. Every student deserves to know all
of the facts in every subject to which he is
introduced. Granted, abstinence is the only
way to completely ensure that one does not
get pregnant or contract a S.T.D, and stu
dents should certainly be informed of this.
However, there are safe-sex practices that
one can use to make sure that when one does
engage in sexual activities the chances of
ending up with a child or a S.T.D are much
slimmer.
In the same way that we hope tomor
row's generation will make their own in
formed decisions about politics or religion,
we should hope that they will make their
own informed decisions about sex. Once a
student has all of the information, they can
make an informed decision on their own.
And here is one last thing to think
about. In a recent survey of San Diego City
Schools, 39 percent of high school students
reported that they have had sex. Compare
that with the 48 percent surveyed in 1991.
The trend is even more telling when it is
discovered that San Diego Unified does not
teach abstinence-only sexual education.
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In between now and May,
most of the seniors, or at least
those that didn't put off too many
classes until their last semes
ter, will be savoring every Taco
Tuesday, Wednesday at Guava,
Thursday at Comber and what
ever other crazy experiences the
weekend may bring.
While some groups of seniors
diligently plan trips to Vegas,
others plan on jumping out of per
fectly good airplanes. There is of
course the-promise of Coachella
looming in the distance, which is
most certainly a succulent carrot
on the end of a stick.
Each of our respective col
lege "bucket lists" aside, we're
all trying desperately to take
Billy Madison's intense words of
advice to that cute little chubby

boy to heart, cherishing it all as
long as we can.
If anything, college has
taught me how to live life in a
more potent manner. Truly, the
best is yet to come with time as
we're forced to face the reality of
aging. I apologize if I scare any
of you bewildered seniors, but we
will all soon be nothing but part
of one of those large photographs
of graduating classes on the first
floor of the University Center.
I strongly urge each of you,
senior or not, to enjoy the pres
ent moment and absorb all of the
beauty that life has to offer. Fret
ting about the future is undoubt
edly a necessary activity, but
don't forget to smell the roses as
well. Let their bittersweet aroma
fill you to your heart's content.
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Valentine's Day Exposed
JORI GREG0RI0
STAFF WRITFR

This Sunday, the average woman will stop everything
she is doing in the hopes that the man she admires will
reveal his affections. Valentine's Day elicits many differ
ent feelings, from happy to sad and annoyance to anger.
This Sunday, loved ones, whether they be husband/wife,
boyfriend/girlfriend, boyfriend/boyfriend, girlfriend/
girlfriend, family members or best friends will partake in
gift exchange, card exchange and flower exchange.
Have you ever wondered how many pounds of choco
late Americans consume on February 14th? What about
the profit made by the average flower shop?
The holiday itself has ties that go back to both Chris
tian and Ancient Roman tradition. While the exact start
of Valentine's Day is a mystery, there are many legends
about Saint Valentine or Valentinus. As one legend goes,
St. Valentine lived during the third century in Rome. The
emperor, Clauduis II, outlawed marriage due to his belief
that unmarried men made for better soldiers. Fortunately
for love (and hundreds of years later, the greeting card
company), St. Valentine was outraged by the injustice
the emperor was committing against love and continued,
in secret, to perform marriages for young lovers. Un
fortunately, Valentine was discovered and sentenced to
death.
Another legend suggests that St. Valentine actually
sent the first valentine to a young girl he met during his
time in jail. The night before he was to be killed, he sent
her a letter signed, "From your Valentine."

So why is it that Valentine's Day is celebrated in the mid
dle of February? It could be in celebration of St. Valentine's
death, which most likely occurred around 270 A.D., or the
date could have roots in the Christian Church.
In ancient Rome, February 15th marked a fertility festival
in honor of Faunus, the Roman God of agriculture. This cel
ebration, titled Lupercalia, marked the beginning of spring
and symbolized a time for purification. On this day the Ro
mans would place all the women's names into an urn and
the bachelors of the community would pull the name of their
lover for the day. Once the name was pulled the male would
pin it to his sleeve, hence the phrase, "wearing your heart on
your sleeve."
In France and England during the middle ages, it was be
lieved that February 14th was the beginning of the birds'
mating season, which added to the idea that February was the
month of romance. Pope Gelasius declared February 14th St.
Valentine's Day around 498 A.D.
Today, it may be difficult to find a person who thinks of
mating birds when they hear the date February14th. The hol
iday began to steer more in the direction of human lovers
in Great Britain around the 17th century. By the middle of
the 18th century it became common for friends and lovers to
exchange handwritten notes with loving messages. With the
improvements of printing, ready-made cards became popu
lar. Of course America wasn't far behind. Esther A. Howland
sold the first mass-produced valentines during the 1840s.
This Valentine's Day, if you experience an awkward lull in
your Valentine's dinner date, or you just want to impress your
single friends, throw out some facts about the martyr Valen
tine who started the tradition of love hundreds of years ago.

Best Valentine's Day?
My boyfriend, at the time, took me
around Coronado on a Gondola. There
was a little man playing music and
they gave me chocolate covered
strawberries

Dionne Dyt
Senior

Worst Valentine's Day?
I have had good valentines, but my friend told
me once that he couldn't find a present for his
girlfriend, so he thought it would be easier

"I think that Valentine's Day is just a
great holiday in general. This year I am
going to L.A. with some of my girlfriends
and am super excited. So I would say be
ing single is better. But boyfriend stuff is

ing, I think we should break up.

Scott Lassweo
Senior

"Shoot I love being single
on Valentine's Day. Hey
ladies I'm single a n d ready
t o mingle!"

"I'll be loving life no
matter what this
Sunday!"

Nick Agnello

Tara Costello

fun too. It is what you make of it."

Danielle Bakhtiari
Sophomore

Kat Kim
Junior

Sophomore

W:

The Truth Behind
the Traditions
According t o t h e Greeting Card Associa
tion, Valentine's Day is t h e s e c o n d larg
e s t card-sending holiday of t h e year. An
e s t i m a t e d o n e million c a r d s a r e s e n t o u t
e a c h year, s e c o n d only t o Christmas with
a n e s t i m a t e d 2 . 6 million s e n t . This m e a n s
t h a t unique card t h a t you s p e n d s o much
t i m e picking o u t is m o s t likely being s e n t
t o h u n d r e d s of o t h e r p e o p l e a c r o s s t h e
country.
Each year a n e s t i m a t e d 1 1 0 million
r o s e s a r e delivered on or a r o u n d Valen
t i n e ' s Day, a n d naturally m o s t of t h e m
a r e red. This is b a d news for our wallets
s i n c e t h e a v e r a g e c o s t of r o s e s g o e s u p
a b o u t 3 0 percent around t h e holiday. S o
who is buying ail of t h e s e flowers? Would
you b e s h o c k e d t o h e a r t h a t 7 5 percent
of s a l e s a r e from m e n ? You may a l s o not
b e s h o c k e d t o h e a r t h a t 8 5 p e r c e n t of t h e
card s a l e s a r e d o n e by w o m e n .

to just break-up. He left a voicemail say

Is it better to be single or in a relationship
on Valentine's Day?
"Whetheryou are in a relation
ship or single, all that matters is
that you are around people that
you care a bo LA ."

\

Chocolate a n d c a n d y s a l e s a r e estimat
e d t o reach profits of a r o u n d $ 1 billion
during t h e Valentine s e a s o n . And h e r e is
a funny fact: around 1 5 p e r c e n t of Ameri
c a n w o m e n (and even s o m e m e n ) s e n d
flowers t o t h e m s e l v e s on Valentine's Day.
While it may b e t r u e t h a t your s w e e t h e a r t
could just b e buying you flowers a n d choc
o l a t e s t o bring a smile t o your f a c e , t h e r e
just may b e alternative motives behind t h e
generosity. According t o Durex, c o n d o m
s a l e s p e a k around t h e Valentine s e a s o n .
S a l e s a r e between 2 0 a n d 3 0 percent
higher t h a n in t h e o t h e r 1 1 months. But
luckily for h o m e pregnancy t e s t compa
nies, it may b e t h a t many people a r e n ' t a s
prepared a s it s e e m s . March s e e s a s p i k e
in t h e s a l e s of h o m e pregnancy t e s t s a s

Sophomore

Source: History.com
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STS9 release new album and embark on spring tour
RYAN COGHILL
A&C FDITOR

What a rip off
Watching the Super Bowl
truly caters to all types of audi
ences. For the first time, your
girlfriend is actually willing
to go somewhere with you to
watch a football game. Unfor
tunately, when she asks how the
guys in blue just got three points,
you have to start explaining the
concept of a field goal and the
appropriate time a team chooses
to kick one. This explanation
begins to take your focus off
the new commercials, half the
reason for the majority of female
viewers.
One particular commercial
has received a massive amount
of attention. A recruitment ad
vertisement for the U.S. Air
Force Reserve" takes multiple
extreme sports like surfing and
snowboarding and glorifies
"catching air" and getting radi
cal. By the end of this commer
cial the two comments that were
made in the room 1 was sitting
in were, "that is a White Stripes
song" and "I'm sure that's what
the Air Force is all about; surfing
and snowboarding all the time."
I didn't think much of this
commercial. Well, other than the
fact it was nothing like dropping
bombs on the enemies of the
United States government. Then
The White Stripes released the
statement on their official web
site that, "The White Stripes take
strong insult and objection to the
Air Force Reserves presenting
the advertisement with the im
plication that we licensed one of
our songs to encourage recruit
ment during a war that we do
not support. The White Stripes
support this nation's military,
at home and during times when
our country needs and depends
on them. We simply don't want
to be a cog in the wheel of the
current conflict, and hope for a
safe and speedy return home for
our troops."
The song that is used in the
advertisement is clearly a rip-off
of "Fell in Love with a Girl." I'm
not sure that the main problem
here is the fact the song is being
used for military recruitment
purposes. The bigger conflict
lies in the fact that a song was
reproduced without the consent
of the artist. It's a touchy subject
for a band to hear a song they
worked so hard on sound like
crap on national television. It
was even embarrassing for me
to hear a song that I have rocked
out to numerous times sound
like such trash, especially in a
commercial that makes no sense
in the first place.
From what I know, the U.S.
Air Force is not about getting
gnarly on waves and catching
massive air off a snowy cliff.
I'm pretty sure they are devoted
to flying planes and dropping
bombs. The White Stripes have
every right to be upset with the
misuse of their music and the
wrongful glorification of action
sports in correlation with war
fare.

KAITLIN PERRY
ASS0G1ATF FDITOR
Sound Tribe Sector 9, other
wise referred to as Sound Tribe
or STS9, released a new album
in December called "Ad Explorata," and it is beautiful. For those
who have never heard this genrebending band's music, it has been
described as "post-rock dance
music" and has a sound that is
only enhanced when heard at its
full potential: when it's live.
"Ad Explorata" is what I would
describe as an exploration of the
two most amazing parts of the
earth: the ocean and outer space.
The first track, "Phoneme," begins
with the happy sound of bubbles
popping underwater harmonious
ly. Yet, it is reminiscent of sounds
one might here when floating
through outer space (think WALL
E). It made me feel peaceful, yet
motivated, thus 1 would describe
it as a perfect song to put on your
late afternoon homework playlist.
It'll keep you awake and help you
think.
The eighth and title track of the
album, "Ad Explorata," is much in
the same vein as "Phoneme," and
could also be included on a kick
ass homework playlist. Though
not as epic as 1 expected it to be
(being the title track and all), it is
pleasant and thought provoking.
The second track, "Heavy," is
indeed heavy compared to "Pho
neme." More rock than ethereal,
it's a track one definitely hopes
to hear at a live show. Then
comes the track "Looking Back
on Earth." This track has more of
an electronic feel to it, with the
beginning sounds fading from the
left speaker to the right. It transi
tions to a more mellow rock sound
and then to water drips, so in a
way it's like three types of musical
experimentation in one track, but
it all fits perfectly.
"Oil & Water's" sound ex
emplifies its title. It has a steady
drone (the water) with a bunch
of other sounds on top of it (oil).
They don't mix, necessarily, but
in the way that oil and water look
cool when put together, the sounds
in this song sound cool when put
together.
The fifth track, "Crypto City,"
is what it must sound like inside
a light up bouncy ball filled with
sparkles while being chased by a
cat. This is, in fact, a situation that
I have seen, and I couldn't imagine
it sounding any other way. That's

not to say the song sounds silly,
it just sounds so intriguingly fun
for being the shortest track on the
album. Much like the cat and ball
chase, it doesn't last long enough.
The sixth track, "EHM," finds
STS9 once again exploring their
drum and bass roots. It starts
out pretty chill, but towards the
middle the track develops more of
a hip hop/electronic badass sound,
finishing off with a fast-paced
drum and bass finale. "ATLAS,"
the seventh track on the album,
continues with the intense drum
and bass feel, but with a little bit
of air mixed in, meaning the lis
tener is given points in the track in
which they can feel free to take a
much-needed breath.
Now to my favorite track,
"Re:Stereo." This track is so peace
ful that it makes me not peaceful.
If this were the soundtrack to all
of my dreams, they would never
turn into nightmares. They'd be
intelligent, new and happy. About
a third of the way through, this
track delves into a deeper vibe.
The drumbeat is a perfect founda
tion for all of the changes that this
song goes through. If this song
were, in fact, a dream, the drums
would be the part that held it all
together, keeping you asleep and
helping bring the dream back to
the forefront of your mind as soon
as you wake up.
"Central" is a track that samples
a woman's voice reading num
bers, that are actually number sta
tions, or coded messages used by
governments to correspond with
spies that were overseas. The song
overall is quite creepy and very, in
a way, extraterrestrial.
The second to last track,
"Lion," is reminiscent of a hip
lion on the prowl, walking through
lives that sound like wind chimes.
It's like a mini-adventure, leading
the listener to the final track of
the album, titled "Echoes," which
essentially echoes all of the songs
you just listened to.
The album is a complete suc
cess and lives up to what you
would expect from a band like
STS9, who are known for their live
shows. Luckily for us Southern
Californians, the band is playing
two shows in our area. The first is
tonight, here in San Diego, at the
House of Blues at 7 p.m. (21+),
and the second is tomorrow night
in Los Angeles at The Wiltern at
7:30 p.m. (all ages). To sample
some tracks from the album, check
out USDRadio.org.

MADISON HOUSE PUBLICITY

Genre-bending jam band playing House of Blues tonight at 7p.m.

Another pie in the mix
RYAN MULVEY
OPINION EDITOR

It is very rare that a movie
franchise can produce any more
than two or three successful
films that continue to titillate
the comedic palate of the typical
cinema consumer. Releasing six,
as George Lucas did with "Star
Wars," pushed the limit, test
ing the patience and dedication
of any space opera junkie. But
making seven movies is beyond
the pale.
This is exactly what Mike
Elliot and Universal Studies
have done with the newest teen
comedy "American Pie Presents:
The Book of Love." Directed by
John Putch, this continuation of
the series introduces us to Rob
(Bug Hall, of "Little Rascals"
fame), who along with his
friends Nathan (Kevin Horton)
and Lube (Brandon Hardesty)
attempt to lose their virginity
with the aid of "The Bible," a
home-made sex manual and
high school urban legend, which
continues to grow with each
passing year and graduating
senior class.
When Rob destroys the origi
nal "Book of Love" in a library
fire mishap, he joins forces with
Noah Levenstein (Eugene Levy),
the ever-awkward father figure
who is a recurring character in
all the "American Pie" movies,
to print a new and improved edi
tion. A wild romp ensues, cou
pled with plenty of cheap laughs

and silly sexual innuendo, not to
mention a prodigious amount of
cheerleader cleavage.
The highest praise I can pos
sibly muster for this failure of a
movie is that it has a remarkable
cast of celebrity cameo scenes.
From Sherman Hemsley to
Kevin Federline, and Christo
pher Knight to Dustin Diamond,
"American Pie Presents: The
Book of Love" delivers when it
comes to familar faces in funny
situations. The only problem is
that beyond that initial giggle of
a cameo appearance, one's mind
returns to being utterly dumb
founded as to how overstretched
the "American Pie" franchise
has become.
This movie suffers from an
insufferably plotless story, with
characters that are sad reflec
tions of their analogous counter
parts in the original "American
Pie." The dialogue is similarly
poor, though there are a number
of amusing scenes involving
internet technology and viral
sex videos. Most of the comedy,
however, left me confused and
dazed. How am I supposed
to laugh when a man is anally
raped by a raging moose?
I suppose that if one is drink
ing, indeed heavily drinking,
with friends and looking for a
cheap laugh, than the "Book of
Love" is a fine choice to spend
96 minutes. Otherwise, we
should appreciate it for what it
is: another low-budget, straightto-DVD neo-sexploitation flick.

Julia Nunes studies hard while making music
BRYCE CARR
STAFF WRITER

Julia Nunes has a famous
face. You might not know her
name but I can almost guarantee
that at some point in your life,
you've come across her face.
Most will recognize her from her
face, and some will recognize her
from her YouTube account name,
but it's her hope that you'll soon
recognize her from her real name.
You see, Nunes is a YouTube
goddess, an extreme accomplish
ment in today's star hungry world.
Except for Nunes, fame was never
something that she meant to find.
When Nunes started her YouTube
account, "Jaaaaaaa" (that's seven
"a"s to those of you who are
counting), it was a way for her

to communicate with her friends
after going away to college. She
posted original songs and covers
of songs by splicing video and
audio, combining tracks to make
one overall video.
Nunes' videos quickly became
a huge hit and she now has over 31
million views on YouTube. She's
covered everything from oldies to
30H13 and has toured with notable
acts such as Ben Folds.
This New Year, Nunes launch
es once again into a new branch of
music. With two underappreciated
albums already under her belt, the
Julia Nunes camp has come back
swinging with a new EP titled "I
Think You Know."
For me, Nunes' original
works were never something that
I particularly enjoyed. It was good

music but I never found myself
with the urge to put it on. Com
pared to her unique video covers,
her original pieces didn't have the
same appeal.
However, after receiving a
promotional copy of this EP, 1
was immediately blown away
with the collection of songs. They
represent themselves as clever
and lighthearted, while remaining
musically well developed. Nunes'
incorporation and multi-instru
mental approach allows for a dif
ferent unique feeling to each song.
Some songs seem to be driven by
a ukulele while others focus more
on the percussion.
With a steady mix of both
strong original works and eye
catching YouTube covers, it comes
as a surprise that Nunes has no set

direction for what she intends to
do on a musical level. She has an
absolutely incredible EP that de
serves more exposure and she has
videos featured on the homepage
of YouTube.
For now, Nunes tells me
that she's shocked by what has
happened to her life. She never
thought of taking her music out
side of YouTube and the sheer fact
that she was performing at a near
filled to capacity venue in Los An
geles was amazing.
Nunes has one more year left
of school before she obtains her
degree in music. Until that time
we can only hope that these cold
months keep her inside her dorm
in upstate New York, working on
more original songs and putting
together new YouTube covers.
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Buscemi plays out his usual quirkiness
BRENT TUTTLE
STAFF WRITFR

Opening Friday, Feb. 12 at
Hillcrest and La Jolla Village Cin
emas, "Saint John of Las Vegas"
proves to be a worthwhile, but not
phenomenal, creation of director
Hue Rhodes.
The film boasts a reputable
cast, featuring the legendary Steve
Buscemi, the strangely sexy
and humorous Sarah Silverman,
"Weeds" star Romany Malco and
the reserve currency of many
young men's spank banks, "En
tourage's" Emmanuelle Chriqui.
The plot itself has more twists
and turns than the creation a 10year-old might bring to life while
playing Roller Coaster Tycoon, but
each and every one takes you to
an unexpected and bizarre dimen
sion along the likes of a drunken
weekend outing with Mel Gibson
in Jerusalem.
"Saint" John, played by the
quirky and jittery Buscemi is an
enslaved member of textbook
dead-end corporate America. As a
voluntary inmate of USA's prison
camps, known as cubicles, Bus
cemi lives day in and day out pro
cessing auto insurance claims over
his Britney Spears-esque headset
and aspiring to one day return to
the dark past which preceded him.
The viewer quickly leams
that before John was domesticated
into a JC Penny's suit, he was a
gambling junkie, quick to blow
his funds on anything from conve
nience store scratchers to the high
stakes tables of Vegas, and now

seems to have fallen long and hard
from the heavenly graces of the
Nevada gaming gods.
John's boss, Mr. Townsend,
played by Peter Dinklage, calls
him into the chambers of middle
management for what John be
lieves is a promotion pep talk,
only to find a rare but attractive
opportunity laid at his feet. Mr.
Townsend wants John to team
up with his number one soldier
in the fraud department, Virgil
(Romany Malco), and investigate
a farfetched car accident in the
outskirts of Las Vegas.
The claim was filed by a
Ms. Tasty D Lite (Emmanuelle
Chirqui), who's calling card ob
viously reveals her profession as
a supplier of eternal happiness
for those with deep pocketfuls of
singles.
The old saying that "a strip
per is lying when either pair of her
lips are moving" holds true as Ms.
D Lite files her claim for almost
$200,000 stating that her 1970s
muscle car has been totaled after
being rear ended by a compact
Asian Sedan and, due to injuries
sustained from the accident, she is
unable to render her services to the
upper echelon clientele that often
frequent squalid strip clubs.
John accepts the assignment,
but immediately complicates
the plot by partaking in a quick
fornication session with his co
worker Jill (Sarah Silverman) in
a workplace bathroom stall before
heading out on the open road
and giving birth to an incredibly
unorthodox relationship, further
proving that the United States is in

RICO TORRES

ALEX WEIDNER
fllJFST

WRITFR

I am not a film critic. I have
never been asked to summarize a
dramatic series of monologues,
explosions, love scenes, drug deals
or life-altering existential crises on
film into a letter grade or into any
culturally symbolic placements of
my left and/or right thumb. I am,
however, an active analyst of pop
culture who keeps a close eye on
the media responsible for carrying
out its dirty work (I'd like to thank
my communications degree and
my loving parents for sponsoring
all the cheating it takes these days
to earn one of them).
My position provides a fruitful
sense of awareness. It allows me to
almost simultaneously assess both
a vulnerable piece of media and the
attempts of my peers in punditry to
do the same. Now that we've got

my self-righteous attempts to pro
vide background information out
in the open, allow your reviewer
at least one educated guess as to
what might be rule number one in
the film critic's handbook: when
approaching a cinematic feature
of interest, remain calm, remain
unbiased.
Pierre Morel's "From Paris
with Love" follows the story
of James Reese, an assistant to
the U.S. Ambassador to France
(played by Jonathan Rhys Meyers)
working as a double agent for a
mysterious anti-terrorism unit
who manifests itself only through
a deep, ominous voice giving
orders on a cell phone. Got your
cliche radar switched on already?
Good to hear you're with me.
Take a look at Morel's relative
ly skimpy directorial rap sheet and
you'll probably notice a common
theme. Variety magazine's Derek

ASSISTANT
A&C EDITOR

Not quite a
perfect 10, but
close enough!

INDIE VEST PICTURES

"Saint John of Las Vegas" opens Friday, Feb. 12 in select theaters.

dire need of breeding restrictions.
He quickly second guesses his
adventurous affair with the fraud
department after being exposed
to the acute and outlandish man
nerisms of Virgil during the initial
venture into Las Vegas.
Virgil is best understood
when described as Dog the
Bounty Hunter of fraud investiga
tions. The man has a serious sense
of post-prison trauma about him
and smokes more cigarettes than
Keith Richards, but knows the ins
and outs of fraud investigations
in a comparable fashion to Hugh
Hefner's knowledge of silicone.
Their findings lead Virgil and John
down many freakish alleys of the
investigation, as they constantly
find themselves stumbling into

offbeat societal circumstances.
From close encounters in vigilant
nudist camps fully stocked with
fire arms, to interviewing a tow
truck driver/circus performer who
has somehow mistakenly trapped
himself in a flame retardant suit
that engulfs itself in a blaze of
fire every 30 seconds, the plot no
doubt has any sense of dullness.
While I have grave suspicions
that the picture will not make its
way to the Oscars, it's still a very
recommendable piece of cinema
tography. Both the filmmakers and
the cast do an excellent job of
fusing all the bohemian characters
with the bugged out plot line, cre
ating a worthwhile piece definitely
deserving of your attention during
some idle time.

Didn't quite love "From Paris With Love"
Travolta's back and bald as ever in this new action-packed film

John Travolta (left), Melissa Mars (center), and Jonathan Rhys Meyers (right).

JUSTINE MARZONI

Elley sums it up within his review
of "Taken," the director's fiscally
profitable yet cerebrally hollow
2008 action-thriller starring QuiGon Jinn with a pistol, labeling
it "a kick ass, pedal-to-the-metal
actioner."
The French born director
has well proven his competence
for the cheaply entertaining. The
likely absence of the words "intel
lectually stimulating" or "ground
breaking" in describing his works
can be soundly predicted from the
moment a major film distribution
company signs off the green light
on another shoot/stab/blow/"F"
'em up Morel production.
And here's where we, mem
bers of a discerning audience
looking to assess a film's overall
worth, reach a critical fork in the
road. Should our personal loyalties
be placed in favor of high culture
or low culture, arcane thought or
cheap thrills, deep-rooted meaning
or bullets, babes or Bruckheimer?
My thoughts on the matter are this:
so long as a film chooses to go one
route or the other without trying
too hard to bridge either side, do
your best to avoid condemning
from across the lake.
With that being said, "From
Paris With' Love" successfully
stayed aware of itself within its
own boundaries as an explosive,
white-knuckle action movie with
plenty of laughs to go along with
the bloodshed. Travolta's charac
ter, Charlie Wax, is a personable
wise cracking special agent with
a tongue as sharp as his killer
instinct. Red-blooded audiences
everywhere will cheer on his
unorthodox methods of carrying

out the American way of putting
a boot in your ass, not excluding
the use of a prostitute's services,
as well as a certain powdery con
trolled substance, while on the
job (each for Wax's own strategic
reasons, of course). Rhys-Meyers
will likely fall short in leaving
lasting impressions on his audi
ences (not including virile young
teenage girls who fished their tick
ets to an R rated movie from their
easygoing parents or a homeless
man outside of the theater).
His character's blandly pre
dictable personality and develop
ment throughout the film does,
however, act in accordance to the
often amusing and time-honored
"good cop/bad cop" antithesis
played out in so many classics
of the action movie genre; Wax
makes another morally question
able move while Reese neuroti
cally opposes before inevitably
submitting to the whims of the
more physically dominant and
rashly motivated member of the
crime-fighting twosome. Throw a
knee-slapping gag line somewhere
and there you have it, the formula
for a rather hilarious big budget
body count aggregator.
From a staunch capitalistic
standpoint, the film critic's one
defining responsibility towards
the public would involve deeming
a movie as worthy or unworthy
of its ticket price. If you're too
pretentious to make the trip to
a movie theater for a cinematic
thrill ride alone, save your money
for the next Coen brothers' film.
Otherwise go right ahead and ex
change that $14 for a temporary
escape from an all-too-real reality.

Usually I walk around
campus generally unnoticed.
From time to time I will run into
a friend or professor and stop to
chitchat, but I usually tend to
keep to myself while walking
the halls. However, a few weeks
ago I had an interesting thing
happen to me.
I was sitting on the lawn in
front of Camino Hall as I do quite
often. It was the first time I had
been able to enjoy this pleasure
since the semester had started.
1 was waiting for the library to
open, as it had been closed for
a few hours for the All Faith
Service. I was about to leave my
grassy patch and go into the li
brary when I heard a male voice
call to me from the dorms above:
"Hey, you in the red!"
Had I not been the only one
around wearing red, I wouldn't
have assumed that some one was
talking to me. When I turned
around and looked up into the
window I could not see who had
yelled to me. All I could see was
was a white piece of paper with
a big number eight drawn on
it. I stood there confused for a
moment white the unseen mates

in the dorm chuckled.

After a few seconds it final
ly clicked for me and my brain
made sense of what had just
happened: I had been rated. As
the boys in the dorm above con
tinued in their satisfied laughter
I walked away in somewhat of a
confused and almost proud state.
Strangely enough, my only re
action to this whole exchange
was thinking "Eight?! Pretty
good..."
It wasn't until I had told
this story to a few friends that
it really sunk in and I was curi
ous as to why I reacted to the
event the way I did. Considering
I didn't stick around to talk to
my judges or ask them if rating
me was their true intentions, I
am not sure if that is what they
were really doing. In fact, it may
not have been. But what else
would they have been doing?
And if they weren't rating me,
why did I automatically assume
they were? And why did this not
make me mad, but rather make
my day?
All I have to say to the silly
Camino judges panel is that it is
probably best if they keep their
hot or not scores to themselves.
As I stated earlier, their actions
might have entirely been misin
terpreted by me so I don't want
to wrongly accuse them, how
ever I think it is safe to say that
almost any other female would
have understood their actions in
the same way that I did. Truth
fully I found this happening
pretty funny and it turned out to
be a great story, but others might
not have reacted in the same
lighthearted way.
So Camino boys, if you
are reading this, thanks for the
compliment. You made my day
and gave me a good story, but
sorry fellas, I already have a
Valentine.
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Browder chooses to focus on the music
BRYCE CARR
STAFF WRITFR

Dreamworld
Last night I had an interest
ing dream about Coachella. I was
at the festival and there happened
to be this place with a giant glass
window, through which you could
see kittens with their mom. My
friend happened to have taken one
of these kittens to some band's
set, and was holding it up to see/
dance. Then the kitten got scared
and jumped free into the crowd.
I panicked and called my friend
out on putting this little kitten in
danger, certain the little guy was
going to be squished by all of the
dancing feet. When I walked back
to the window where all the kit
tens could be seen, the little kitten
that I had assumed was squished
was sitting in front of it, but he
was wearing this red felt outfit
thing that had appeared to protect
him from the crowd. It began to
disappear as I placed him back in
the little room with his mother.
This dream was absolutely
horrifying. Not only were there
kittens in danger, I was missing
the Vampire Weekend set because
my boyfriend wouldn't answer
his phone, nor did he or my sister
call me to tell me they were on
in the first place. So I ended up
hanging out with the one friend
I didn't want to hang out with
because I knew she would be on
drugs, but she wasn't and we just
talked sh*t about everybody that
was bothering me.
As you can see, I've been
having very strange dreams lately.
In some I design things like jew
elry or dresses or headbands. The
worst part of those dreams is
waking up and realizing that my
creations don't exist. In others
I'm drowning in homework. My
most recent homework dream
involved me being in Utah and
getting a rolling bookshelf full
of books delivered to me, which,
in my dream world, was an event
that happened to every college
student.
In one dream that I had the
other night, I realized at the end
that throughout the entire dream
I was drugged out in an insane
asylum. Needless to say, I woke
up terrified, but happy that I
wasn't trapped in a crazyhouse.
What I really want to know
is why in the world am I having
these dreams?! I can't remember
the last time I had a good night's
sleep. I'm about to bring back my
old habit of playing a bedtime
playlist to make the whole process
of falling asleep more peaceful,
since my brain obviously feels
the need to torture me as I toss
and turn the night away. Only this
time, my sleep playlist will con
sist of something other than Ben
Gibbard and Elliott Smith.
Another solution could be
to stop watching episodes of
"LOST" online before I go to bed.
Or to stop looking at CuteOverload.com before bed while listen
ing to bands that are set to play
at Coachella this year. Or maybe
I just need to stop taking Tylenol
PM. Or MAYBE it's nothing I
can control and I'll just have to
suffer through the night until I can
relay my dreams in the morning,
when I realize they aren't real.
No matter what I do, at least I'm
given something to write about.

It seems to me that clever, wellthought out lyrics that convey both
an honest and relatable message are
hard to come by in today's world.
Yet, it seems that a band gaining
popularity on the music scene,
is achieving fame for just those
reasons. Mansions are quickly
becoming Louisville, Kent, gem
on the alternative music scene.
Although the band is merely two
years old, they've already signed
to Doghouse Records and, just this
last march, come out with their
first full-length album, titled "New
Best Friends."
Mansions, when heard on re
cordings, are limited to one musi
cian by the name of Christopher
Browder. This makes it difficult to
refer to the artist as a band, despite
what the multiple instruments
might tell you. Browder is a multiinstrumentalist and on albums
plays every instrument that one
hears. Yet live, Browder teams
up with drummer Sal Cassato and
various tour-mates to produce a
recreation of the recordings.
My time with Browder tells
me a few things about the band.
For one, Mansions are still grow
ing. Browder seems aware of the
recognition the band has received
but doesn't seem to (or even want
to) focus on it. He is an individual
that is caught up in the essence of
the music itself and seems to stay
away from the financial side of ev
erything. During our time together,
he leaves the merchandise table
unattended. Much of his music is
released to his fans on a pay what
you want system. Browder seems
to be in this whole thing not for
money but instead for the sake of
music.
At first listen, one is able to
tell that Mansions is a band that
pours its heart into the music that
it produces. This music breaks the
mold, fusing what shouldn't nor
mally exist in the same song. The
overall essence of every song is a
beautiful mix of raw yet precisely
refined sounds, while Browder's

voice shows relatable confusion
while promising security and
comfort. Lyrics tend to focus on
telling a story and, as a listener,
one follows Browder through each
event, reliving every moment.
These lyrics remain clever, and at
times you apply these situations to
your own life and smile while re
membering something of the past.
There really is a simple beauty in
the music and lyrics presented by
Browder in every song.
After Browder's set, a few
college girls walk over to meet
him. Browder does his best to
show appreciation yet he seems
completely uninterested in what
everyone knows the girls want.
He doesn't seem to fill the rock
star idea of talking with the pretty
girls who dressed up and came
out just to see his set. The girls
awkwardly linger while Browder
glances at his phone, and stares in
tently toward the stage where John
Nolan (Straylight Run, ex-Taking
Back Sunday) has just started his
set.
While Browder becomes vis
ibly lost in the music, I wonder
if he knows how big Mansions
will become in the future. Nolan,
eight years Browder's senior, re
mains on stage and I realize that
Browder reminds me very much
of the figure he doesn't take his
eyes off of.
Nolan found his comfort as
he left one of the most promis
ing bands in the industry, pushing
away money to focus on what
mattered to him: music. Browderfocuses on the music from the
get go, and it's my belief that the
money will naturally follow. How
ever important that is to the entity
that is Mansions, I am unsure,
but I do know that Browder has
created one of the most amazing
records I think I have ever heard.
He's quickly become a recogniz
able artist in the indie scene and I
have no doubt that his next release
will break him through to a much
larger audience. When Cassato
and Browder team up, the result
is an emotionally loaded, musical
masterpiece.

The end is coming!
LOST, continued
survivors quickly discover that
there are forces on the island
which, cannot be understood as
well as indigenous people (The
Others) who seem anything but
willing to explain. From this point
forward - for five strong seasons
- "LOST" cleverly documents the
triumphs, struggles and aspirations
for freedom of the survivors, while
simultaneously flashing between
the past, present and future to in
corporate the uniquely emotional
element of life that each character
brings to the dramatic series.
Which brings us to the pre
miere of season six - the precipice
of finality - where the only thing
holding back the long-suffering
fans from the resolve that they
so desperately seek is 18 short
episodes; a final season to rival all
others. And if there is one thing
we have learned over the years,
it is trust for the unmatched talent
of writers J.J. Abrams, Damon
Lindelof and Jeffrey Lieber to
give the fans the ending that they
deserve. With an undeniable abil
ity to create thought-provoking
allegorical parallels, these writers
have masterfully offset thematic
elements of love with loss, man

with nature and good with evil;
allowing "LOST" to be more than
just an action packed drama, but
an engrossing commentary on the
human condition. That is to say,
it's not just a show about survi
vors stranded on an island. It's a
show about emotional individuals
who have been given the unique
opportunity to explore their own
profound existence by being sub
jected to the errors of their past
and, as a result, the future that
awaits.
So with only one season left,
let's take a moment to celebrate
"LOST" for the lasting impression
it has left on us all. For the endur
ing love of Desmond and Penny.
For Dharma beer and Roger the
Workman. For an ex-con and a
gorgeous fugitive; a handicapped
dreamer and an anguished Doc.
For Drive Shaft and Mr. Cluck's
Chicken; polar bears and smoke
monsters. For secret hatches,
cursed numbers, pushing buttons
and saving the world. For the
actors who give the show life,
the producers who continually
believe in its impact and the fans
who are inspired by it all. Farewell
"LOST," we'll see you in another

BRYCE CARR/THE VISTA
Christopher Browder loses himself in his music.

Sex, drugs and dinos
JUSTINE MARZONI
ASSISTANT AftC FDITOR

I always find
it difficult
during the semester to fit in time
for recreational reading. With all
of the reading and preparation I
have to do in order to successfully
pass my classes, at the end of the
day the last thing I want to do is
open a book. However, when the
most recent collection of essays
from Chuck Klosterman, author
of "Fargo Rock City" and "Sex,
Drugs and Cocoa Puffs," came
out last semester I made the time
to read it. "Eating the Dinosaur,"
which is Klosterman's sixth book,
is not only hilarious, but also easy
to read in between classes, while
waiting for the tram or on the com
mode.
Klosterman is well known as
a cultural critic who used to have a
regular column in Spin Magazine
and now contributes as a columnist
to various magazines such as Es
quire and GQ. On top of his exten
sive knowledge in various topics
such as heavy metal, football and
obscure cultural phenomena, he
has a gingery complexion, blackrimmed glasses and a particular
nerdy appeal that has gained him
reverence from hipsters every-

where.
"Eating the Dinosaur" follows
a similar format to that of "Sex,
Drugs and Cocoa Puffs." The book
does not have an underlying theme
or plot, but it is a collection of
essays that discuss different topics.
In the book, Klosterman delves
into a deep discourse on time travel
and compares Kurt Cobain to a
famous cult leader. He even brings
up Garth Brooks' easily forgotten
alter ego Chris Gaines.
Klosterman's style of writ
ing is smart and funny but the
subject matter is silly and often
far-fetched. Even when he is dis
cussing something I know nothing
about or don't find that particularly
interesting, Klosterman's way of
describing things is so funny that
it kept me reading. He has an at
tention to detail and is able to
easily fill the reader in on a topic
quickly without being boring. It is
also clear within his writing that he
knows what he is talking about and
has done his homework.
It would be unfair to call this
collection of essays a mere com
mentary of pop culture. "Eating
the Dinosaur" is definitely worth
picking up and reading. It is hilari
ous and intelligent and is easy to
read whenever you have the time.

CHUCK
KLOSTERMAN
AUTWOS Or StX BMIQS, AND COCOA

GONZOGEEK.WORLDPRESS.COM
Chuck Klosterman true to style.

EATING THE
DINOSAUR
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START SETTING AHEAP

AZUSA PACIFIC

UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF THEOLOGY

STAR

START LEADING.

Vanesa Giselle Hernaiz, M.A.P.S. '02
Bible Teacher a n d Social Conference Speaker, La Puente, California

liTADERSHigl

Excellence

leadership skills and earn an Army Officer's
commission after graduation. Army ROTC
also offers full-tuition scholarships. With
a start like that, there are no limits.
To get started,
contact Captain Chad Collins or visit
http://www~rohan.sdsu.edu/dept/arotc. ARMY STRON

WELCOME TO ALL NEW AND RETURNING USD STUDENTS!
Enroll in MILITARY SCIENCE! Find out more about LEADERSHIP, OFFICERSHIP
and SCHOLARSHIPS!
Call 619-260-7920, email: collinsc@sandiego.edu

Melissa Davis Jonathan Fein Farik Kassymov
Ana Barrios Carl Johnson Sam Levine
Rodrigo Diaz Kelsey Johnson Kendra Osburn

Wii^teCmrotiikte
tltateW
Sam Levine Erin Downey Kittric Lovel

Melissa Bacon Jonathan Fein Zein Nour
Andrea Warren Alex Good
Dennis Pesek
Rodrigo Diaz Cowas Jehangir Cole Sanders
Carmyn Chapman

LESSON LEARNED: What God has destined to be will come to pass, regardless of your
circumstances and limitations.

MY STORY: I left my home country of Argentina to come to a different land with a very
different culture. I planned to stay in America for two years, and then return home. But God
had other plans.
To learn more about Vanesa's inspiring story and explore
the theology programs offered:

•

CLICK

www.apu.edu/mystory/vanesah

CALL

(626) 815-4565

EMAIL

it

AZUSA PACIFIC

agxlbert@apu.edu

UNIVERSITY

^\0I MIC Qfff,

%%

&

T-Squad 2010

*2.

Attend one of the fotfowing InformationaCs to
receive an application:
pOB if - 4:00pm @VC 103
febur fi2:3kpmd IIC103
feb if - i:3qpw @llC 107
feli 18th - 1:30pm (a- Serra 204
feb 22nJ - 11:30am

HC128

feb 23rd - 1:30pm @ forum A
feb 24"' - 1:30pm @

lie 103

fed 25th - 12:30pm @ Salomon 224
fob 25th - 4:00pm

@ lie 107

fob 26th - 1:00pm @ HC128
Mar 2nd - 12:30pm <® Sorra 204
Mar 3rd- 11:30am @ VC 128
Mar 4th - 1:00pm @ Sorra 204

Those interested in applying to serve on the
2010 Torero Squad must attend an informational.
Look in this week's Vista for Informational Times!

Mar 18th - 12:30pm @ forum S

for moro information, pCease visit the Torero Days
website'.'ww'w.sancCiego.ecCu/orientation or visit 11C132
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Down goes De'Jon: USD loses iron man
ALBERT SAMAHA
STAFF WRITFR

True warrior
The crowd never chanted
his name as they did Gyno Pomare's when he sauntered up
and down the hardwood here at
the JCP. He never received the
plethora of media attention that
Brandon Johnson has garnered
over the years, from beat report
ers to bloggers alike. But when
De'Jon Jackson's USD career
came to a end after an ACL
tear last Thursday, the least I
could do is dedicate 500 words
to what I consider to be USD's
iron man.
Every team has that glue
guy that holds the squad together.
The Lakers have Fisher, Vinny
Chase has E and the Toreros had
Jackson. If we needed someone
to take on point guard duties, he
could fill in. If we needed a de
fensive stopper, he would play
like he was 6'8" power forward
instead of the deceiving 6'2"
he is. If we needed free throws
down the stretch, the second
ranked free throw shooter in the
WCC would ice the game and
send the student section home
happy.
Last season, he looked like
a mummy with all the bandages
and wraps he had on when he
became the de-facto, yet effec
tive ball handler. This was due
to Brandon Johnson's injury
and the lack of competent point
guards the Toreros had. If he
didn't play with all those nag
ging injuries, that season could
have been even more disap
pointing than it already was.
Remember when the team
was doing their best impression
of the 2001 Portland Trail Blaz
ers and Coach Grier was on a
crusade against his team handing
out suspensions like a grandma
hands outTootsie Rolls and Dots
on Halloween? Jackson was the
one player I could not remember
having to serve a suspension for
extra-curricular activities.
And how could we forget
2008, when USD had a taste of
what it was like to be a real bas
ketball school. When you are 80
years old, sitting on your patio,
drinking lemonade in front of
your white picket fence with
your golden retriever by your
side, and you are rambling on
about your college days to your
grandkids, you will mention
how the small but mighty To
reros defeated the powerhouse
University of Connecticut.
You will exaggerate the
fact that the Toreros had never
won a tourney game before. You
will also not be able to avoid the
name De'Jon Jackson.
You will describe to your
grandkids how he caught the
ball with the 5.2 seconds left,
dribbled to the elbow and faded
away like this guy they might
have heard of called Jordan and
sent UConn packing.
Even if he doesn't break
any records at USD or the crowd
doesn't chant his name, that shot
put USD basketball on the map
and forever cemented the story
of number 23 from USD into
the tales we will one day tell our
kids and grandkids alike.

De'Jon Jackson made eye
contact with the referee. His gri
mace was nearly indiscernible.
The official stopped play and the
gallant leader calmly limped to
the sideline for the final time in his
USD career.
That limp had become ubiq
uitous with Jackson. For the past
two seasons the rugged warrior
has carried the team on weary
legs, through physical pain and
mental exhaustion. The limp was
his trademark, a badge of courage,
empirical evidence of his relent
less effort.
Jackson's evolution over the
past three years has been remark
able. He began as a defensive stop
per and hustle guy. He did all the
unrecognized dirty work, hustling
for offensive rebounds and help
ing on defense. He chased down
air balls and banged down low
with bigger guys. His hustle was
like Kevin Love's outlet passes;
no amount of exaggeration can re
place witnessing it for yourself. He
was the team's best defender and
pound for pound best rebounder.
Offensively, he deferred to Bran
don Johnson, Gyno Pomare and
Rob Jones, serving mainly as a
drive-and-dish three point threat.
Toward the end of his sophomore
year we all recognized Jackson
as a crucial role player and a key
to USD's success. Then he hit
"Jackson's Jumper" and became
a legend, etched forever in college
basketball lore.
When Johnson was lost for
the season last year, Jackson
stepped up and became USD's pri
mary playmaker. The team began
to thrive once he took over point
guard duties late in conference
play. Jackson shone brightly as a
beacon of light through the dark
storm of turmoil. As the suspen
sions and frustration mounted,
Jackson trekked forward with the
team firmly planted on his back.
He led with dignified silence and
extraordinary play.
By the start of this
season,
with
Pomare
graduated and Johnson
recovering from injury, it
was clear Jackson was
the team's best player.
And within the first
three games Jackson
proved to be a bona
fide 24-Hour Burrito
Joint Player. He was
the guy we could all
rely on. He was the
guy who would
bail the team out
of the most dire
situations. Two
the morning,
stomach
growling,
e m p t y
fridge?
24 Hour
Burrito
Joint.Tie
g a m e ,
t w o
minutes
left, six
seconds
on
the
shot clock?
Just
get
the ball to
De'Jon Jack
son. Munchies
kicking in, no

viable drivers? The 24-Hour Bur
rito Joint is always within walking
distance. Offense stalling, mo
mentum swinging in favor of the
other team? De'Jon Jackson will
always create a good shot.
Whenever the Toreros needed
a defensive stop, Jackson came
through. Whenever the Toreros
badly needed a bucket, Jackson
came through. He knew when to
get his teammates involved and
when to put the team on his back.
"I knew he was going to be a
good leader for us," Bill Grier said
in November. "I know he's tough.
I know he's going to compete. The
thing I felt he really needed to do
to help us was step up and score,
and he's consistently done that for
us. If he can continue to play like
that he's going to be an all-league
player."
And yet as De'Jon Jackson
evolved, Billy-Ball regressed. At
its best, Billy-Ball is smart shots,
clock management and tenacious
defense. Two years ago it put USD
on the college basketball map after
the Toreros grinded through Saint
Mary's and Gonzaga in the WCC
tournament, then past UConn in
the first round of March Madness.
Billy-Ball allowed USD to control
the tempo against more talented
teams.
Billy-Ball is not about points,
but rather efficiency, maximiz
ing possessions. Two years
ago the team shot 45
percent from the field.
Last year they shot 43
percent. This year their
field goal percentage
has dropped to an ap
palling 40 percent.
The
offensive
system is now like that
guy who wanders
around the
club

passing up semi-attractive girls
for two hours, looking for the
perfect girl, then suddenly realizes
it's 1:30 and desperately settles
for the girl who looks like Steven
Tyler. On most possessions, the
Toreros pass the ball around for
30 seconds, passing up decent
looks, then frantically get the ball
to Johnson or Jackson who must
hastily put up a contested three to
beat the shot clock.
The offense is most effective
after stops on defense, when the
team feasts on transition threes and
athletic drives. But when the stops
aren't coming, threes aren't falling
and the transition game is limited,
the Toreros struggle to create easy
points. The result is a consistently
streaky team and potentially cata
strophic snowball effects.
Such was the case against
USF. For much of the first half, the
Toreros stifled the Dons, wreak
ing havoc on traps and strips.
But when USF, led by the most
talented player in the conference,
Dior Lowhorn, started getting
into rhythm offensively, USD was
forced to rely on their half-court
offense; an especially daunting
task considering the lack of a solid
low-post scorer.
Having a low-post scorer in a
half-court offense is as essential as
having a lighter at a
party. You may not
smoke, but it's
a
guaranteed
conversa
tion starter
b e c a u s e
you
know
somebody
will even
tually
ask
you if you
have
one.
Similarly, the
Toreros need
not rely on
low-

post
scor
ing. But a good post
guy will guarantee a few
easy buckets when the of
fense starts to sputter. One
day, optimistically by tour
ney time though surely by next
season, Chris Manresa will
be that solid low-post
scorer.
The USF game il
lustrated the dramatfluctuations of
the Toreros' play.
After building a
double -digit
lead in the
first
half,
the
team
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

faltered during the middle 20
minutes of the game, giving up a
12-0 run, before eventually fall
ing behind by seven with less
than five minutes left. Then they
made a valiant push, capped by an
over-time inducing three by Chris
Lewis, who has quietly been one
of the team's most reliable players
all season.
In overtime, USD took a five
point lead into the final 30 seconds.
Then they missed free throws.
Then they allowed USF to snag
an offensive rebound and drain a
deep three. Then, with less than 10
seconds left, up by two, Brandon
Johnson attempted to intentionally
foul the USF ball handler as he
crossed half court. Unfortunately,
at that exact instant, the refer
ees were struck by a sudden and
mysterious blindness and the foul
went uncalled. The ball went to
USF guard Michael Williams who
connected on the game-winning
four point play. And just like, that
it was over. Beaten by such a ge
neric name. Toreros 70, Dons 72.
USD (9-16, 2-7) chased the
disappointing collapse with an
embarrassing 43-59 evisceration
at the hands of Santa Clara, the
worst team in the WCC. The Tore
ros were outscored 33 to 19 in the
second half and missed 10 of 21
free throws for the game.
"Flat-out, we were just
awful," concluded the always
candid Grier.
And then came the words
that have become the hallmark of
Torero basketball for the past two
seasons.
"Too many guys worried about
their own deal and not enough
about the team," Grier said."When
we hit some adversity in the game,
we became pretty selfish and no
one was accountable."
For the second consecutive
year, mental struggles have ap
parently plagued the team. Players
have left and new players
have come in, yet the
problems have re
mained eerily con
sistent.
"That's the
thing I've been
fighting
with
this group all
season
long.
And I've got
to
somehow
get this group
to change," Grier
said.
Torero
Nation
may wonder whether the
change should begin at the top.
After all, Grier's success came
with Brad Holland's recruits.
Furthermore, the team's discipline
problems, occasionally poor body
language and oft-ineffective of
fense all point to questionable
leadership.
However, it is important that
college coaches be given time to
generate a few recruiting classes
before they are ultimately judged.
Bill Grier's first true class, this
year's freshmen, was the highest
rated class in the program's his
tory. And, given the verbal com
mitments already garnered, next
year's class is on pace to be even
better.
Two years ago Grier was the
most beloved man. Not only did
he lead USD to a WCC champi
onship and first round tournament
win, but he did it with the look of a
man sucking on a lime, and he also
had USD's iron man: Jackson.
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Brazil to USA:
My transition
ROBERTO MAFRA
FFATURFD WRITFR
Coming from Brazil to the United
States was a very difficult transition for
me. I had to adapt to many changes in order
to become comfortable living in a country
very different than my own.
My first and largest obstacle to over
come was the language barrier. Upon arriv
ing in the United States I could not say a
complete sentence, and only knew words
like "eat," "pizza" and "hamburger." Being
able to communicate with my coaches,
teammates and other people was very dif
ficult in the beginning due to this. Most of
the time we had to signal to one another in
order to get our point across. I came from
one of the largest cities in Brazil, called
Recife, to a town in the state of Iowa. One
thing I thought to myself was that there were
a lot of cornfields in the state. However, it
was not only the living and communication
arrangements that 1 had to adapt to.
In Iowa 1 played basketball at a junior
college, and I quickly realized the style of
basketball in America was very different
than how I used to play in Brazil. I thought
I was in good shape when I arrived, but
playing with my new team taught me that I
was soon going.to need to be in much better
shape in order to be a successful player. I

realized that the tempo of play was much
quicker and players were more individual
istic than I was accustomed to. However, 1
knew that I was in the right country to play
basketball because in Brazil basketball is not
as highly valued as it is here. Due to this, the
facilities and organization are not as struc
tured as they are in the United States.
I began playing basketball at age 12
but became more dedicated at the first high
school 1 attended. There, for four years, I
used to go to class every day praying that it
would not rain so that I could practice after
class. The court was outdoors, so if it was
raining I was not able to practice. I was also
very careful because the court was made of
concrete, so falling or getting knocked down
could result in an injury, which I always tried
to avoid. Also, the backboard of the hoop
was made of wood and would sometimes
break when someone would dunk too hard.
One time, for about two months, I could
only practice from half court because some
one had broken the backboard and I had to
wait for the school to fix it before I could use
the entire court again.
Since the day I arrived in the United
States I knew I made the right decision to
pursue basketball and complete my educa
tion. I am now able to practice and play in
excellent basketball facilities that I would
never have been able to use in Brazil. I knew
before coming here that the United States has
the best basketball players in the world, but
I am now able to better understand why that
is. Basketball is one of the most practiced
sports for Americans because young people
here have access to great facilities and the
dream of playing in high school, college and
beyond is attainable.

STUDENT SPECIAL

2 pizza slices & beverage
All day.. .every day
50% larger slices during lunch!
4 pizza selections by the slice offered daily
(lunch served 11-3)

Dine in or take out
Must show your student ID
One special per student ID

zpizza Linda Vista/USD
Located in The Village at Morena Vista

5175 Linda Vista Road

I
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(619) 272-0022
Online ordering at www.zpizza.com
We open daily at 11:00 a.m.

Delivery available all day

Playing with
the big boys
on the PGA
Tour
GUNNER WIEBE

FEATURED WRITER
This past week 1 had the unique op
portunity to play in the Farmers Insurance
Open, formally known as the Buick Invita
tional. This has been one of the main stops
of the PGA tour for many years now and
draws some of the world's best golfers,
including Phil Mickelson, Ernie Els and
Robert Allenby.
Every year the tournament hosts a
qualifier for amateurs, where 100 of the
best amateur golfers in California compete
for one spot. This year I was lucky enough
to play very well and ultimately win the
qualifier after beating the USD men's golf
coach, Tim Mickelson, in a playoff. Since
he is my coach here at USD, it was obvi
ously an awkward situation for both of us
with so much riding on the line and a great
story, as something like this rarely, if ever,
happens.
Playing in a PGA tour event has been
my dream since I was a kid. My dad has
played golf professionally my whole life
and I have always dreamt of following in
his footsteps. "With my dad, as well as my
mom and other family in the crowd, I got to
tee it up at Torrey Pines and measure myself
against the best in the world.
Also competing in the tournament this
past week was former Torero golf standout
Blake Trimble. He too was also making his
PGA tour debut. With both of us having
played in the NCAA National Champion
ship for the Toreros for the first time in
school history last spring, we thought we
would be able to handle the nerves and
pressure of the PGA tour. We both quickly
found out that nothing could compare to
what we would feel on the first hole.
Blake's first round began on the North
Course at Torrey Pines where his hands
were shaking so bad that he four-putted the
first hole and left the green with his hands
still quivering. It wasn't until a few holes
later where he calmed himself and turned
what seemed to be a disaster into a great
round of four under 68. He birdied seven
of his last 14 holes to be right in contention
after the first round.
While Blake was getting off to his shaky
start on the North Course, I was having a
shaky start of my own on the South Course.
With the anticipation of hearing my name
called to the tee in front of about 25 people,
my heart rate started to increase uncontrol
lably. My hands were trembling so badly
that I could hardly tee up my ball on my first
hole. The difficult South Course showed its
teeth that day as I got off to a very steady
start shooting a one over par 73.
Blake continued his good play on the
South and made the Friday cut ensuring
him of his first PGA tour paycheck and
an invaluable experience. My tournament
stopped on Friday afternoon when I missed
the cut after playing very mediocre golf on
the North Course.
Although my experience on the PGA
tour was short lived for this one week, I
would not trade it in for anything. To gain
the experience of a tournament at the high
est level has set the tone for the rest of this
year as I, along with eight other Torero golf
ers look for a WCC title.
We begin our run for a National Cham
pionship on Feb. 8 and 9 at our home tour
nament at the Farms Golf Club in Rancho
Santa Fe.

Super
Sunday
As 1 was aimlessly scouring the
Internet trying to whet my appetite for
some sort of entertainment this past
Monday, I stumbled across a poll on
ESPN.com. The question was which
event are you most looking forward to
now that the Super Bowl is over? Not
surprisingly, the NFL Draft garnered
the most support out of the five options.
More than 40 percent of the respondents
were looking forward to more football
rather than anything else.
America has an unbridled ob
session with football. Our insatiable
hunger for more pigskin blinds us from
other deserving spectacles. The Winter
Olympics, Major League Baseball,
NBA playoffs and the World Cup now
serve only as minor distractions, cute
interludes between NFL seasons.
With 106 million viewers, Super
Bowl XLIV captured more Ameri
cans' attention than any other show
in history, surpassing the 1983 finale
of "M*A*S*H*." Both Conference
Championship Games also captured
the most T.V. share since the 1980s,
making this the most watched two
weekends of football ever.
It comes as no surprise that a Super
Bowl audience finally eclipsed the mark
set in 1983, but why this year? Yes, the
story lines surrounding the Saints and
the fan support they amassed were im
mense but that, alone, couldn't have
pushed the number of viewers over the
100 million threshold.
Plus, if viewership were based
solely on fan support, any Super Bowl
featuring the Pittsburgh Steelers or
Dallas Cowboys would have trumped
this one.
The record number of viewers can
be attributed to the play on the field.
The two Super Bowls prior to this year
were two of the best in the history of
the game. Both were hotly contested
up to the final seconds and both came
down to incredible final drives. David
Tyree's memorable catch to extend the
Giants' game-winning drive has been
etched into the sporting world's con
science. And who could forget the see
saw battle of the Steelers and Cardinals
in the final quarter capped off by the
improbable sideline grab by Santonio
Holmes last year? These two games
are the biggest things to happen to the
Super Bowl since I have been watch
ing.
People have caught on to this con
cept of stellar play and have realized
they do not want to miss a chance to
witness history. This year it was not
only the casual fans that were tuning in
but also, I assert, many first time view
ers that would not usually be interested
in the game. This is the only logical
rationale as to why there was such a
significant increase in viewership.
Some people may claim the incliment weather on the East Coast pro
vided the extra viewers, but that is not
a satisfactory explanation. It is not as if
people have never been snowed in on
Super Bowl Sunday before.
This super Super Bowl had so
many new viewers because people
didn't want to be left out of the conver
sation at the water cooler the next day
like they had the previous two years.
While their motives for watching could
be questionable to some, I don't mind
it. At least they are watching because
the superior product on the field de
mands it, and that is something I can
support.
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Henderson shoots way into record book in WCC wins

RYAN BRENNAN/ THE VISTA

EMILY MCMAHON

STAFF WRITER

The Lady Toreros had three reasons to
celebrate last week. They came away with
two conference wins on back-to-back away
games and star senior Morgan Henderson
secured her position as the 12 player in
USD women's basketball history to surpass
1,000 career points.
"It's a cool thing, but honestly, basket
ball is a team sport, and my teammates and I
are focused on getting wins and continuing
to get better everyday," Henderson said.
Throughout her career, Henderson has
continually been a vital asset to the USD
women's basketball team. In both her soph
omore and junior years, she led her team
from behind the arc, racking up 40-plus
three pointers each season.
"As a team captain this year, her leader
ship is greatly admired by her teammates,"
said senior Sara VanderHorst. "She leads by
example both on and off the court and has
an endless amount of energy that is conta
gious."
Henderson's strong support system
has given her fire throughout the years to
develop into a stellar athlete who now ranks
among an elite category of college basket
ball players across the country.
"My parents have always been there
for me," said Henderson. "They have done
a great job in keeping me well-rounded and
seeing what is important in life, both on
and off the court. As far as USD, I couldn't
have asked for a better head coach, as she
has always been extremely supportive. For
my teammates, I wouldn't be able to score
without being passed the ball. I've been
really lucky with who I've been surrounded
with the last four years."
Henderson and her teammates are
thriving off great team chemistry and a uni

fied vision, and they are eager to improve
and persevere through the second half of
conference play to earn a spot in the WCC
championship game.
Last Thursday, the Toreros (14-9, 6-3
WCC) took on the University of San Fran
cisco Dons, where they team collectivley
rallied in a big 67-52 win. Sophomore Do
minique Conners led the way with a team
high of 18 points, even after missing the
latter part of the first half due to foul trou
ble. Freshman Felicia Wijenberg posted her
first career highs in two categories as a Lady
Torero, contributing 10 points and grabbing
six boards to add to an overall strong team
finish.
Working their way back down the
coast, USD matched up against Santa Clara
(3-20, 1-8 WCC) on Saturday. Shy only two
points of 1,000 total career points, Morgan
Henderson was ready to run as she stormed
past her big achievement mark with a teamhigh 20 points. Henderson's 11-12 shooting
from the free throw line in the second half
was clutch for the Toreros in sealing their
67-58 win.
Strong sophomore duo Morgan Woodrow and Dominique Conners also provided
the team with double-digits, scoring 12
points and 17 points, respectively. As a wrap
up for both games, Henderson commented
that both USF and Santa Clara "were ex
tremely scrappy teams, so it was huge to go
to their houses and get wins."
The USD women's basketball team is
back in the JCP this week to compete on
their home court for the last time this season.
Tonight at 7 p.m., the team will take on Port
land, whom they previously defeated back
in January with a sly 59-53 victoiy. Satur
day, Feb. 13 presents a big opportunity for
the Lady Toreros to showcase their skills, as
they tip-off against undefeated WCC leader
Gonzaga at 2 p.m.

Send us Hot or Not suggestions at:
Rsidhoo@usdvista.com, Mpayne@usdvista.com
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LEFT: Morgan Henderson scores an easy two points on her way to becoming the
12th player in USD history to surpass 1,000 career points. ABOVE: Sam Child
handles the rock on her way to a successful junior campaign. The Lady Toreros take
on Portland tonight at the JCP.
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